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SPECIAL EVENTS 
Thirty events occur on five acres of 
land during Michigan's Folklife festi-
val. Sound and video require special 
designs and accommodations. And 
everything is then archived — with 
consideration for future interactive 
museum programs. Consultants for 
the festival talk. 28 
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riet‘eiKS, PART ONE 
POWER STUFF 
These racks are made for working. The 
gear to protect the gear is working its way 
into the rack. Our three-part series on 
racks begins with a discussion of "power 
stuff' — line conditioners, power supplies, 
controllers, protection devices. 14 

IN THIS ISSUE 

• EVERYTHING ABOUT 
LOUDSPEAKERS 

Our popular series continues. Every-
thing You Ever Wanted to Know 
About Loudspeakers turns this month 
to some of the things its author, 
Mike Klasco has been investigating, 
particularly fluid-cooled speakers. 54 

• ACTIVE NOISE 
CANCELLATION 
Someday it will probably have 
a major impact on room acoustics. 
For now, there's a lot of research 
going on —and some new products 
coming on line — to make active 
noise control relevant to the sound 
contractor. 42 

REFURBISHING 
BROADWAY'S "CATS" 
Retaining the musical design while re-
placing the equipment. The digital age 

has changed the meth-
ods of sound design. 
Long-running shows 
take on the status of 
fixed installations re-
quiring upgrades and 
updates. 25 
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PERFORMANCE 
THE PEAVEY PERFORMANCE SERIES 

T3he Performance SeriesTM 
680 Sound Reinforcement 

Console is the result of 
ongoing research by Peavey to 
meet the rigid requirements of 
today's sound engineers. Many 
technological advancements have 
been included with this new 
console, but we have also kept in 
mind the most needed and most 
often used features that are 
common to virtually every sound 
reinforcement application. 

The totally modular concept, 
coupled with performance, 
function, features, and 
exceptional specifications, has 
offered to the sound engineer a 
console that is "tailor made"... 
and affordable! 

ULTRA LOW-NOISE DESIGN 
The input stage is discrete and 

contains the lowest noise 
transistors that are currently 
available. The signal-to-noise spec 
of the Performance Series 3680 
input stag has approached the 
theoretical limit at - 133 dB while 
maintaining 60 dB of gain. 

DIFFERENTIAL SIGNAL ROUTING 
All bus signals are differential 

to eliminate crosstalk and 
annoying ground conduction. 

GOLD PLATED INTERCONNECTS 
Gold plated connection contacts 

are used throughout for lowest 
noise and maximum reliability. 
The highest degree of signal 
integrity is maintained with all 
signal interconnects to provide 
"low-noise" operation. 

IC SOCKETS 
All ICs are individually 

socketed for ease of service as 
opposed to ICs that are soldered 
directly to the circuit board. 

INPUT CHANNEL FLEXIBILITY 
Now available in 24 and 36 

channel versions, channel options 
are unlimited for the future and 
for special applications requiring 
more than 36 channels. 

ELECTRONICALLY BALANCED INPUTS 
New electronically balanced 

input circuit offers 100 dB of 
common mode rejection, allowing 
the console to operate in most 
any environment without 
interference. 

PREMIUM FADERS 
Rails are center ground and 

highly polished to match 
perfectly with nylon bushings for 
a silky smooth feel. The shaft is 
offset to prevent dust and debris 
from entering the fader mechanism. 



ENGINEERED... 
SOUND REINFORCEMENT CONSOLES 

MONOCOQUE CHASSIS CONSTRUCTION 
A unique monocoque chassis construction has been 

selected for maximum rigidity and resistance to 
"flexing" of the chassis mainframe. This super-strong 
chassis design minimizes electronic problems due to 
the mechanical "bending" of the console chassis 
during transportation, set-up, and tear-down. 

EXTERNAL POWER SUPPLY 
Rugged external power supply mounts in standard 

19" rack and occupies only two vertical rack spaces. 

TOTALLY MODULAR CONCEPT 
The Performance Series 3680 is a totally modular 

mixer from the standpoint of numbers of channels, and 
because channels may be removed separately. Each 
channel stands alone from the input to the 100mm 
fader. Removing the channel module also removes the 
entire array of input jacks and all patch points for that 
particular channel. From a service standpoint, the 
channel may be easily checked out on the bench or 
outboard from the main mixer housing since the input 
patch panel is part of the channel module. 

icrkozveer 
ARCHITECTURAL ACOUSTICS' 

A Division of Peavey Electronics Corporation 
711 A Street, Meridian MS 39302-2898 1601) 483-5376 Fax: (601) 484-4278 
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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR 

Slander as the Ethics 
of the Nineties 
The other day someone called someone 

in this business "incompetent." (It didn't 
concern this magazine, so you can keep 
reading our more-than-competent articles.) 
The motivation for the slander over 

which I'm currently obsessing was that 
ancient business drive called CYA, or blow-
ing smoke rings around the slanderer's 
client. 
We've written many times in these pages 

about the parameters and specifications 
that frequently put the sound contractor 
into a position of seeming to perform badly 
where he has actually done superhuman 
work. 
We're talking about the information you 

get on which you act in your professional 
capacity. The information comes from the 
facility manager, the acoustical consultant, 
the sound designer, the performer. There 
may be written specifications; the informa-
tion may be verbal. You go with what you 
have. If a venue has been planned to ex-
clusively accommodate musical perfor-
mances, you optimize the sound for music. 
If in fact the focus is changed after the in-
stall — well we know who gets the blame: 
the last man in. Enough people have told 
us horror stories in which the sound con-
tractor has been blamed for the foul ups of 
the facility manager or the consultant. Gar-
bage in, garbage out, as they say. When 
you're fed wrong information, when a 
scapegoat needs to be found, when the true 
story will endanger another project ... well 
you get the picture. 

Dr. Wokka, our foremost authority who 
writes frequently in these pages, has writ-
ten extensively on this subject. His advice: 
take the money and run. The truth is, Dr. 
Wokka is so often so close on the mark 
that he has been taken to be quite serious 
by some of our readers. So I must alert 
you: Dr. Wokka's columns are satires 
meant as comical interludes in what can be 
a grueling business, and much of what he 
states is, well, overstated. If the good Doc-
tor didn't insist on anonymity I could tell 
you that his much admired sound systems 
will be appearing under the marque of a 
major electronics company. Which proves 

the opposite of the gist of this column: nice 
guys and hard workers sometimes do end 
up admired and capitalized. 
Which brings us in a very roundabout 

esoteric way to the subject of Kurzweil. 
Some of you may remember our profile on 
Mr. Kurzweil himself. In this issue of 
Sound & Communications, we talk about 
Kurzweil the hardware and how it has in 
a sense identified a musical sound. When 
the Broadway production of Cats became 
a long-running show, it essentially became 
a fixed installation. Since the music for the 
show was composed for very particular 
electronic instruments, when an overhaul 
of the electronic system was necessary, 
those original musical sounds had to be 
matched. It's the nineties version of the 
Original Musical Instrument movement. 
That's enough for rambling this month. 

Read this issue, and enjoy. 

Best regards, 

Judith Morrison 
Editor in Chief 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 

Installers Respond; 
Spec Expressions 

WHAT DO WE THINK 
OF THEM? 

In response to Kathleen Lander's 
"What Do They Think of Us" story in 
your October issue, I offer the following: 
Designers have every right to expect 

excellence from installers, but only if 
they're willing to pay excellent prices 
to people they have taken time to se-
lect carefully. Excellence doesn't come 
from the lowest bidder. To make the 
low bid, the installation contractor ei-
ther made a mistake or cut the bid 
price. In either case, the contractor's 
investment in the project, which is 
related to his profit, will get cut. Wave 
bye, bye to excellence! 

OTHER TIMES, 
DESIGNERS' HANDS 
WERE STUCK OUT 
FURTHER THAN 

PROPRIETY ALLOWS. 

The problems that some designers 
complain about result when they hire 
inexperienced system installers be-
cause such installers come a lot 
cheaper than qualified ones. In this 
way, designers can pocket the differ-
ence, or if the contractor is set up to 
deal directly with the client, the de-
signer manages to get a commission 
about which the client knows nothing. 
Having made too small a profit on the 
job, due to his inexperience in quoting 
and doing, it's not surprising that the 
contractor loses his taste for the job. 
So in the end, the client never learns 
how to operate the system, and no one 
is satisfied. 
We've lost jobs because others 

promised more for less and the de-
signer or client went for it. Their later 
regrets are scant consolation. Other 
times, designers' hands were stuck out 

further than propriety allows. 
When this business was started in 

1959, we did only residential work. It 
was the designers who turned me off 
so hard that we went into commercial 
work, where clients were interested 
more in how it sounded than in how 
it looked. After many years, designers, 
with their clients' prodding, became 
interested in function as well; so we 
returned to residential systems, which 
now account for nearly half of our work. 
Even though we are careful to point 

out to designers the specific pitfalls in 
going for the cheaper, we often fail 
and I don't know what more can be 
done about this. Designers sometimes 
prefer to go with their "hope" that the 
job will be done well enough for less. 
Sometimes they interfere in the sys-
tem design and needlessly get in-
volved in the choice of equipment, 
where their expertise is lacking. In 
some ways, designers are much like 
audio engineers in that they're more 
interested in the creative technical 
aspects of a project than the business 
aspects. Though both are important, 
designers' efforts need to be more fo-
cused on choosing the right contrac-
tor and then working with him to in-
tegrate the design harmoniously. 
I don't feel sorry for designers and 

clients who've been burned as a result 
of opting for shortcuts. Today, more 
than ever, residential electronic sys-
tem installers specializing in shortcuts 
abound. In large population centers 
like New York they abound even 
more, which accounts for the author's 
geographic findings. 
There are no shortcuts! Only a 

trained, experienced contractor who is 
versed in the languages of the de-
signer, architect and customer, and is 
ethically grounded, can successfully 
perform the complex tasks required to 

everyone's satisfaction. Such contrac-
tors cost more, but how can that be 
put into the specification? You pays 
your money, you takes your pick. 

Alexander Rosner, President 
Rosner Custom Sound, Inc. 
Long Island City, New York 

DUBIOUS EXPRESSIONS 

Alan Gable's informative article, 
"Challenging the Great Outdoors" in 
the October issue, and his mention of 
"indirect burial cable" reminded me of 
another dubious expression that one 
finds from time to time in specifications. 

SOMETIMES THEY 
INTERFERE IN THE 
SYSTEM DESIGN AND 
NEEDLESSLY GET 
INVOLVED IN THE 

CHOICE OF 
EQUIPMENT, WHERE 
THEIR EXPERTISE 

IS LACKING. 
Alan mentioned the possibility of us-

ing indirect burial versus direct burial 
cable, which brought to mind the specs 
I have seen which seem to always call 
for "long-life emitting diodes." Think of 
the poor manufacturers of those short-
lived L.E.D.'s, whose products are fro-
zen out of consideration whenever such 
a specification appears. 
Maybe the makers of indirect burial 

cable and short-lived L.E.D.'s should 
get together and join forces, or per-
haps consultants should proofread and 
edit the specification given to them by 
salesmen. 

Thomas W. Donohoe 
Senior Sales Representative 

RCI Systems Inc. 
Rockville, Maryland 
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FEATURES 

ALL ABOUT RACKS, PART ONE 
By Mike Klasco 
What do line conditioners. uninterruptable power 
supplies, sequential turn-on controllers, and other 
AC power filtering, protection and regulation devices 
do? A look at rackmounted protection and regulation 
equipment. 

REFURBISHING CATS 
By Jeff Ader 
After ten years, Broadway's "Cats" is both an institu-
tion and a permanent sound installation. One of the 
main considerations was replacement of equipment 
without altering the original sounds. 

THE FESTIVAL OF MICHIGAN 
FOLKLIFE 
By Wendy J. Duch 
Each year, the Festival of Michigan Folklife comes to 
the campus of Michigan State University for two 
weekends of traditional arts entertainment. From 
field equipment to video the needs are varied at such 
a special site 

THE FUTURE OF SILENCE 
By Daniel Sweeney 
in years past, noise control devices never generated 
much excitement in our industry: it was a staid, 
boring, low tech business. Then, from out of no-
where, came active noise control, along with parallel 
processing and recursive filter functions. What is 
happening, and what does it ail mean? 

BACK TO BASICS, AGAIN 
By Mike Klasco 
Our "Everything You Ever Wanted to Know About 
Loudspeakers" features continue with an esoteric 
discussion on Ferrofluids: microscopic coated mag-
netic particles suspended in a synthetic lubricating 
oil used to remove heat from a speaker's voice coil to 
improve power handling. 
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THE SECRET'S OUT 
...your mixer is about to become obsolete! 

The New PanoramicTM Mixers from SoundTech 

John Oram 
The Father of British EQ" 

16. 24, 32 and 40 channel models jam-packed with features 

at about half the price you'd expect! 

• Ultra low-noise padless mic 

pre amps. 70dB of gain 

- Mix mic and line/tape in the same 

channel at the same time 

• Sweepable HPF on every channel 

• LED ladders on every channel 

• Balanced inputs on Mic and Line 

• Built-in active crossover 

John Oram has a secret. For him. its another achievement in a 
long line of audio accomplishments. For you. its the next mixer 
you'll want to buy! John's brilliance in design work began in the 
early 60's building Vox amplifiers for The Beatles and continued 
through the 70's and 80's designing the legendary range of 
Trident consoles. heralded for their sonic quality. He is 
considered by many to be "The Father of British EQ" and has 
been a major factor in defining the "British Sound". His work as 
a Chartered Electronic Engineer includes designing for such 
prestigious clients as the BBC! 

John Oram has designed the new -Panoramic- line of 
mixers for SoundTech and he can't wait to unveil them! 

111 

• Frequency response 20Hz to 20KHz ( 0.5dB) 

• Max output level +28dBV 

• Noise Figure 1.5dB 

• S N ratio 112dB 

• Crosstalk -90dB 

• Slew Rate 17N/us 

• THD < 0.003s. 

• CMR -100dB 

SoundUch 
SoundTech 255 Corporate Woods Parkway Vernon Hills. IL 60061-3109 (708) 913-5511 PROFESSIONAL AUDIO 
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PICTURED BELOW IS OUR IDEA OF THE 
APPROPRIATE SPEAKER INVENTORY FOR 
A COMMERCIAL SOUND CONTRACTOR 

At Quam, we believe you should sell and 
install sound products, not inventory them. 
So Quam saves you the high cost of owning 
inventory by stocking 70,000 units in our 
factory warehouse. It's meant to be your 
stockroom, and we'll ship from this stock 
on a moment's notice. 

We manufacture the broadest line of 
commercial sound speakers available, 
everything from intercom to 
background music speakers. 

We stock transformers and baffles, too. 
So you can even have complete baffle 
assemblies shipped immediately from stock. 

Remember, too, that Quam is a manufacturer 
with 60 years' experience in sound. That 
means we'll respond to your special needs as 
quickly as we respond to your stock needs. 

Save your money and let Quam hold your 
inventory. To find exactly what's in it, write for 

our Commercial Sound 

• Th nd Products Catalog . Qua m• e Decissioonu 

Quam-Nichols company 
234 E. MARQUETTE ROAD • CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60637 

PHONE: 1 312 488-5800 FAX: 1 312 488-6944 

SPONSOR 

National 
Sound and Communications 

Association 
IC, sound and etectto, cs system coottoctees 
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NEWSLETTER 
PINNACLE AUDIO TO CLOSE; EV AND NEW ENTITY TO DISTRIBUTE PRODUCT 

Pinnacle Audio, which had distributed the Klark- Teknik, DDA and Midas lines, along with some 
Dynacord product, in the U.S., will be closed by March 1 by its parent company, Mark IV Audio. 

Effective immediately, Electro-Voice (another Mark IV company) will provide U.S. distribution of 
Dynacord music electronics products. In addition, a new venture has been established for U.S. 

distribution of Klark-Teknik, DDA and Midas products All involved companies are wholly-owned 
subsidiaries of Mark IV Audio, Inc. Dynacord products will be distributed by EV under the joint 

brand name of EV/Dynacord. The U.S. distribution of K-T, DDA and Midas products are to be di-

rected by former EV Concert Sound Marketing Manager Ivan Schwartz, who has been named general 
manager and reports to Paul McGuire, president of EV. This new venture, called the Mark IV Pro 

Audio Group, will be headquartered at a new facility currently under construction in Buchanan, 
Michigan. The Mark W Pro Audio Group will also distribute EV Manifold Technology and DeltaMax 
concert speaker systems to the U.S. concert touring market. Altec Lansing continues to distribute the 
Dynacord ELA electro-acoustic line. 

CASH AWARD CONTEST FOR NSCA 

A cash award contest for members has been approved at a meeting of the NSCA Board of Directors, 
according to Jack Toerner, president of NSCA and of American Sound 8e Electronics. The awards, 
developed to stimulate generation of technical and sales tips, will be presented to three contributors 
in each category for each issue of the NSCA newsletter, Electronic Contractor. 

"The recognition for contributors will take two forms," said Miriam Evaslln, chairperson of the Bud 
McKinney Scholarship Committee. "The three submissions in Technical Tips and in Sales Tips judged 

best each issue will each receive $ 10C. Contestants will also be eligible to receive a free trip to the 
next NSCA Expo as part of the Bud McKinney Scholarship activity." 

CARVER CORPORATION RESTRUCTURES MANAGEMENT 

Carver Corporation has announced a major restructuring of its sales, marketing and product devel-
opment “management team." Mark R. Friedman has resigned his positions as director and senior 
vice president of sale and marketing of the company. Patrick Mountain has been appointed director 
of sales and marketing/consumer audio. Charlie Boornazian, east coast regional sales manager, also 
assumes the role of national sales manager/mobile audio. 

William Lewis has rejoined Carver as director of marketing/professional audio and shares responsi-
bilities with Steve Payne, national sales manager/professional audio. Jim Croft has joined the com-

pany as director of product research and marketing development. Tom Graham remains president 
and ceo of Carver. Dean Standing is national sales manager/consumer audio. John McCready is 

director of product development and planning. 

CMS RETAINED FOR FREEDOM FORUM 

CMS Innovative Consultants has been retained as the Audiovisual and Acoustical Engineers by The 
Freedom Forum for the design and development of the new Firs-, Amendment Center in Nashville. 
The multi-purpose meeting and presentation facility will include audio, video, and audiovisual sys-
tems. CMS says that AV contractors interested in bidding on the job should forward information to 
CMS at 1120 Old Country Road, Plainview, New York 11803. 

EAW APPOINTS CANADIAN REPRESENTATION 

Eastern Acoustic Works has appointed Contact. Distribution Ltd. to represent its professional loud-
speaker systems throughout Canada. Frank Loyko, EAW vice president of sales, said, "Contact 

Distribution will handle contractor/consultant relations, rental company sales and other marketing 
functions throughout Canada." Contact Distribution is based at 38 Thornmount Drive Unit #1 

Scarborough, Ontario M1B 5P2. Contact president Bill Coons said, "We are proud to add EAW's 
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NEWSLETTER 
professional speaker systems to Crest Audio, BSS, Countryman, Technical Projects, Gaines Audio, and 
Middle Atlantic. EAW's innovative engineering, quality construction and outstanding factory support 
make them highly competitive in the Canadian market." 

NEW PRESIDENT AT CTI 

Milo Kosich has been named president of CTI Audio, Inc. The announcement was made by chairman of 
the board Bill Ross. CTI manufactures CAD microphones and mixing consoles, Equitek studio micro-
phones and Astatic commercial/industrial microphones. Kosich has held marketing positions at Audio-
Technica and at Electro-Voice. 

A-1 AUDIO BUYS TASCO US ASSETS 

A-1 Audio has announced the purchase of capital assets from Tasco Sound, Ltd. based in Camarillo, 
California. The company has handled full-service sound rental, sales and installation from its Holly-
wood and Las Vegas locations for 25 years. Tasco U.S. is thus separated from its former relationship 
with the founding company of the same name based in England. The deal meshes equipment, staff 
and rock-tour clients from Tasco with A-1 Audio's operations, which include Broadway productions, 
corporate theater and trade shows, showroom entertainment, symphonic work, plus pop and rock 
concert events. According to A-1 Audio founder and president Al Siniscal, the deal expands A- 1's 
rental inventory and client base, while establishing a new Arena Division to offer one-stop shopping 
for full-service tour production. Paul Newman has joined A-1 as vice president of the new Arena 
Division. 

UNGAR AFFILIATES WITH ACENTECH 

Acentech Incorporated has announced that Dr. Eric E. Ungar will work for the company in a part-time 
capacity as chief engineering scientist. He continues his primary employment as chief consulting 
engineer for Bolt Beranek and Newman, Inc., where he has worked since 1958. Ungar is an authority 
on vibration and structure-borne sound. 

INTERNATIONAL «TENSEN AND FERROFLUIDICS FORM VENTURE 

International Jensen Incorporated and Ferrofluidics Corporation have announced the formation of a 
research partnership to develop noise reduction technologies for automobiles, aircraft and other 
products. International Jensen's Corporate Technology Group and Ferrofluidics' Fluids Division will 
work in concert to develop transducer devices specifically designed for active noise reduction 
applications. 

NSCA TENTAITVELY APPROVES BAR CODE  

The Board of Directors of the National Sound and Communications Association has tentatively ap-
proved Code 39 and a three-line package marking format as a voluntary bar code standard, according 
to Mark Dundas, chairman of the Bar Code Committee of NSCA. The final approval is subject to indus-
try input. Among the points made in the committee report: Code 39 is the most cost effective code for 
the industry because it is a full alphanumeric symbology with 43 basic data characters and 128 (full 
ASCII) possible; it can be printed on conventional dot matrix or laser printers; it can be read with a 
$200 optical wand; it can be integrated easily with standard PC or mainframe software; it is widely 
accepted. The three lines of the bar code would include the manufacturer's name, the serial number, 
and a 25-character description. 

BEHRINGER OFFERS FULL LINE 

The full line of Behringer Specialized Studio Products, which was shown for the first time at the fall 
AES convention, include operational amplifiers, a failsafe relay. The line includes the Studio Denoiser, 

the Composer (a full function compressor), parametric EQ, Intelligate, the Dualfex and Ultrafex, the 
Suppressor, Headphone Amplifier, and the Pre-Q, a servo balanced stereo mic preamp. 

10 Sound & Communications 



Eclipse. 
... The total or partial 

obscuring of one celestial 

body by another. It's a rare 

and significant event that 

happens when the planets are 

aligned in such a manner 

that one casts a shadow 

over another. 

In April, at NSCA in Orlando, come to 

the Bose booth to participate in an event 

of audio significance... and learn how to 

eclipse your competition. 

Better sound through research. 

(.,1993 Bose Corporation, The Mountain, Framingham, MA 01/01-9168 USA. (508) 879-7330, FAX (508) 872-6640. 
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All About 
Racks, 
Part One 

New Purposes for Rackmounted Protection 
and Regulation Equipment 

BY MIKE KLASCO 

Line conditioners, uninterrupt-
able power supplies, sequen-
tial turn-on controllers, and 

other AC power filtering, protection 
and regulation devices have become in-
creasingly popular and necessary com-
ponents for sound system installations. 
What do they do? When and why are 
they needed? Who makes what? Where 
do they go? How are they specified? Do 
some of these units combine functions? 
The an- swers to these mysteries and 
more will be this month's quest for in-
quiring minds. 

Although I have segmented these 
products into groups, the sound sys-
tem specifier must take a systems ap-
proach. Protection from both inter-
nally and externally generated power 
disturbances is prudent. The designer 
should insure that transient voltage 
suppression devices with high power 
ratings are used at the main power 
distribution panel, in addition to the 
local regulation/protection compo-
nents discussed in this report. Exter-
nally generated voltage transients can 
arise from breaker operation on the 
utility lines, lightning strikes, or what-
ever. Internally generated distur-

Mike Klasco is the Technical Editor of 
Sound & Communications magazine. 
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OnePower's LM-15A Power Distribution System. 

bances, such as high frequency noise, 
can be caused by your installation — 
from switching power supplies, digital 
clocks in DAT (or other digital tape 
machines), CD player/recorders, DSP 
effects processors, or computer equip-
ment. This can be carried on feeders 
and branch circuits within the instal-
lation and enter the digital logic cir-
cuits of the rest of your system if ad-
equate preventive measures are not 
taken. 
The gear discussed here is all rack-

mount (or I will otherwise note the 
form-factor). Since there are just too 
many outfits that make these devices 
to cover them all, I have picked out 
some of the more representative units. 
But be sure to check in the Sound & 
Communications Blue Book directory 
for a more comprehensive listing. 

SEQUENTIAL TURN-ON 
CONTROLLERS 

We will start our tour with sequen-

tial turn-on controllers. These gizmos 
will turn on equipment with a time 
delay, with some of the power outlets 
being activated before others. About 
10 years ago a number of high per-
formance audio integrated circuits be-
gan to appear that had fairly decent 
sound quality and specs, but when 
they were turned on, they would send 
garbage through their outputs for the 
first second or two after they woke up. 
Today, this problem still exists with 
many of the analog ICs that design 
engineers would prefer to use. Since 
many audio components have very 
tight design budgets, there often is not 
enough money to buy both the high-
performance ICs (with the nasty re-
sponse to their wake-up call) and a 
relay or other turn-on mute for the 
output. So often it is a race to see if the 
installation's amplifiers will turn on 
before the audio mixer's, and before 
the signal-processing-electronics are 
done belching. If the turn-on junk 



THEY DO 

MORE. 

THEY DO IT 

BETTER. 

THEY DO IT 

FOR LESS. 

A simple message that is not often easy to back up. 
But Behringer's European reputation for excellence 
in signal processing gives these words new meaning. 
Consider for a moment our latest interactive pro-

cessors, conceived and engineered to deliver trans-
parent performance for studio and live applications. 

COMPOSER The Composer functions as a studio 
grade, automatic and manual controlled stereo 
Compressor, Expander, Gate and Peak Limiter. The 
automatic mode offers program-dependent 
attack/release times for inaudible processing. 
Unique Interactive Knee Control circuitry combines 

the musicality of soft knee compression with com-
prehensive hard knee control. Special Interactive Gain 
Control Peak Limiter circuitry enables simultaneous 
Clipper and Program limiter functions while serving 
as a zero attack, distortion-free absolute gain 
threshold. 

INTELLIGATE The Intelligate is an Expander/Gate/ 
Ducker with Ultra Transient Response circuitry for 
instantaneous attack. Proprietary high performance 
Class A VCAs provide exceptional audio quality. Precise 
key filters permit frequency-sensitive keying. 

Like the Composer, the Intelligate includes Interact-
ive Ratio Control Expander circuitry to eliminate 
"chatter" on or around threshold. Both units feature 
servo-balanced Neutrik 1/4" and XLR inputs and 
outputs, precise metering and a 5 year 
warranty. 

Behringer. When you listen, the 
message becomes clear. 

THE PERFECT EAR. 
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CORNELL 
REGISTER SYSTEMS 

HOSPITALS CLINICS 

OFFICES FACTORIES 

DOD 
ODD 
ODD 
DOD 

3600 

FEATURES 

IN/OUT CONTROL 

MESSAGE WAITING 
MONITOR-STATUS DISPLAY 

CORNELL ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS INC. 

4911 WEST GOOD HOPE ROAD 

P.O. BOX 23411 
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53223-0411 

(414) 351-4660 

(414) 351-4657 FAX 
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Topaz' Uninterruptible Power Supplies (UPSs). The Cub family is shown. 

makes it through the amplifiers, then 
the sound system's speakers are in for 
a rough time, excessive wear and tear 
and perhaps even premature failure. 
The potential for tripped circuit break-
ers, blown fuses or voltage spikes 
caused by the simultaneous power 
application is also avoided. 
Atlas/Soundolier offers the SACR-

191, a six-circuit sequencer designed 
to sequentially activate the SACS-1 and 
SACS-5 power outlets. Atlas/Sound-
olier also offers isolated ground ver-
sions of the SACR-191. Aside from 
powering up and down a chain of 
equipment in the desired order, added 
flexibility is incorporated by providing 
a 24 volt (DC) output and switch clo-
sures on each circuit that can be used 
for additional control options. The de-
lay is adjustable for up to 10 seconds 
and a remote start up/shut down 
switch can be connected. The system 
is ideal for sound reinforcement sys-
tems, electrical and electronic systems 
and controls, and other signal chains 
that require sequential power up and 
power down. 
FSR Inc. offers a range of line se-

quential AC power switchers to handle 
small rack applications as well as Col-
osseum-type sound systems. FSR's 
sequencers feature solid-state, zero 
crossing AC power switching, surge 
suppression on all AC outlets, short-
circuit protection for all control inputs 
and outputs, as well as sequential 
switching. The SP-ES provides sequen-
tial switching of three circuits — rack 
AC, amp AC and an external power 
supply. Status and fault indicators for 
the AC outputs are provided. Multiple 
expansion units (model SP-2ES) may 
be added. The SP-3R sequentially 
switches three circuits. 

Furman added the PS-8 Power 
Sequencer to their line of power con-
ditioners and line regulators last 
year. The PS-8 absorbs spikes, sur-
ges, and RF interference. It also pow-
ers up a rack full of equipment in a 
pre-determined three-step delay se-
quence, with the sequence reversed 
for power-down. 
The Sonance AC1 Sequential Power 

Switcher is a multi-function device 
combining sequentially switched AC 
outlets, automatic power-up when the 
AC1 senses an incoming line level sig-
nal, an audio distribution amplifier 
with four outputs, and AC line protec-
tion, conditioning, and filtering. Addi-
tionally, the AC1 has relay contact clo-
sure for control of slave units (AS-1/s 
and AL-1S) for screens, mechanisms, 
lighting, etc., although a separate 
power supply option is required. 
Whitenton Industries pioneered 

power conditioning for proaudio with 
their Juice Goose products. For the 
permanent installation commercial 
sound market, their OnePower line is 
quite comprehensive. The CQ15A se-
quenced power system features re-
mote control capability, 11 outlets on 
the rear of the chassis, and a total of 
15 amps capacity. The CQ family can 
be remotely activated with a progres-
sive delay of 2 seconds per unit. Five 
sequenced turn-ons are provided, with 
two outlets each, with the last outlet 
unswitched. All outputs have both 
surge and spike protection, as well as 
noise filtering. Power-up sequences 
and power-down sequences are mirror 
image. A BNC connector is provided 
to power a work light. 

Z-Line, from Pulizzi Engineering 
also offers multiple time delay power-
up/down sequencing equipment. 

16 Sound & Communications 



Small Wonder 
ASHLY was founded in 1972 with the stated goal of producing pro-

fessional audio equipment that would set new standards for sonic excel-
lence and reliability. The Company originally manufactured large mixing 
consoles with on-board signal processing for touring sound systems. 
Later, the consoles' built -in processing components were offered as 
separate rack-mounted units. The initial product line consisted of lim-
iter/compressors, parametric equalizers, and a full selection of electron-
ic crossovers. ASHLY added power amplifiers to its product offerings 
during the late 70's, and soon gained a solid reputation for the amps' 

outstanding sonic performance 
and incredible reliability. 

Building on this back-
ground of success and techno-
logical innovation, ASHLY has 
set out to expand its amplifier 
product line to encompass 
new markets. The new model 
SRA-I20 professional stereo 
amplifier has been developed 
toward this goal, and offers 
superior sonic quality, rugged 
construction, and many useful 
features in a single rack space 
chassis. The compact SRA-I20 

• 60 WATTS PER CHANNEL 
INTO 4 OHMS 

• 45 WATTS PER CHANNEL 

INTO 8 OHMS 

• 120 WATTS BRIDGED-MONO 

INTO 8 OHMS 

• SWITCHABLE STEREO, MONO, 

BRIDGING MODES 

• INPUT SENSITIVITY 

SELECT SWITCH 

• 1/4" PHONE JACKS AND 

BARRIER STRIP INPUTS 

• CLASS A FRONT END 

• TOROIDAL TRANSFORMER 

• TURN ON DELAY 

• INSTANTANEOUS TURN-OFF 

• INDEPENDENT THERMAL 

PROTECTION 

• STEREO HEADPHONE JACK 

• CONVECTION COOLED 

.„ 
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is suitable for full-range applications, such as small control room moni-
tor systems or as an ideal headphone distribution amp. With its excellent 
signal bandwidth, the SRA-120 is also well-suited for driving the high-
end of a bi-amplification sound system setup. 

The amplifier will deliver 60 watts per channel into 4 ohms stereo, 
45 watts per channel into 8 ohms stereo, or 120 watts total into 8 ohms 
mono-bridged. Its design is based on "Class A" voltage amplifier stages 
with a complementary bipolar output section for low distortion and 
excellent overload behavior. Features include turn-on delay circuitry 
and instantaneous turn-off to eliminate any transients to the speaker. 
Each channel will also independently turn off its output if an over-
heated condition occurs. 

This model also features rear panel switches to select between two 
choices of input sensitivity, stereo or mono operation, or normal or 
bridged mode. Rear panel input connections may be made via 1/4" 
balanced phone jacks or barrier strips with ground lift provision. Level 
attenuators for each channel are provided on the front panel, along with 
a stereo headphone jack. Status L.E.D.'s on each channel include signal 
present, clip alert, and "protect-mode" indication. 

The SRA-120 is approximately 10" deep and weighs in at under 20 
pounds, yet has performance characteristics and features typically found 

only in larger, more costly competitors. All Ashly amplifiers are covered 
under the company's exclusive Five Year Worry-Free Warranty program, 
offered at no extra cost to the user. 

spA-120 

Ashly Audio Inc.. 100 Fernwood Avenue, Rochester, NY 14621 • Toll Free: 800-828-6308 • 716-544-5191 • FAX: 716-266-4589 
In Canada: Gerraudio Dist Inc.. 2 Thorncliffe Park Dr- Unit 22, Toronto. Ontario M4H11-12 • 416-696-2779 • FAX: 416-467-5819 

o 
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UNINTERRUPTABLE 
POWER SUPPLIES 

With conventional power supplies 
with big electrolytic filter capacitors 
feeding analog electronics, a little burp 
in the power line could usually be tol-
erated. But with switching power sup-
plies and digital logic and micropro-
cessors in every CD player, preamp, 
effects processor and what not, distur-
bances and interruptions on the AC 
line can be disastrous. Uninterruptable 
power supplies ("UPS") first became 
popular for personal computers, but 
now generic types, versions for audio 
applications, and even for specific mix-
ing boards are available. 
Commercial Sound Labs (CSL) pro-

vides automatic standby power for all 

Furman's PL-Plus Power Conditioner and Light Module. 

types of sound systems. The CSL 500 
provides rack mounted standby 120 
volt AC power from a 12 volt DC 
backup battery by using a switching 
power supply. The system can be ex-
panded by increasing the number of 
storage cells, which increases the "up 
time." The AC current available is 12.5 
amps, with each system protected by 
a main circuit breaker. On the CSL 500 
rear panel are six outlets that switch 
instantly and two that are not backed 
up. There is also an optional se-
quencer that has eight outlets, two 
that are switched instantly, two on a 
1.8 second delay, two delayed 2.8 sec-
onds, and two that are not backed up. 
The delay circuitry is useful for han-

dling high current amplifiers. After the 
AC returns, the CSL 500 restores its 
battery source automatically, using a 
dual battery maintenance system. It 
uses two chargers, one a high-current 
charger to bring deep-cycle batteries 
up to 80-percent capacity quickly, and 
the second a tickle charger to com-
plete the remaining 20 percent slowly. 
Furman announced the UP-600 rack-

mount battery powered backup AC 
power supply that promised 600 watts 
of protection from power outage. But 
Furman decided not to ship the UP-
600s because it could only supply full 
power of 5 amps for 15 minutes, which 
they felt was not enough for the $700 
to $800 the unit would have to retail 

t.) 
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DN728 IDIGITAL DELAY LINE 

New flexibility 
adapting to any audio 

environment. 

HUIRH-TEHMIN DN728 DIGITAL DELAY LINE 

16 1ri 12 8 
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CONFIG UTILITY STORE RECAL 

Klark Teknik's new DN728 gives you mon. 

power and adaptability than any digital delay, ever. 

It's equipped with true 18-bit linear 

processing for matchless audio quality. 

More important still, it provides a superb 

palette of user-configurable input and output 

options to simplify a huge variety of applications. 

Using the two inputs and six outputs, you can 

configure the DN728 precisely to suit the days 

task. Choose 'Stereo' for three ganged stereo 

outputs. 'Dual' to define memory splits and assign 

each of six outputs to either input. Or 'Mono' for 

full memory allocation and all six outputs assigned 

to one input. 

It's an easy choice with all options quickly set 

on the clear LCD display in time, distance or video 

fields. In distance mode, there's even a 

temperature compensation facility. 

What's more, you can save frequently used 

set-ups in 64 user memories - each storing the 

settings of every single parameter. And there's no 

need for security covers - a control lock-out 

system and password protection prevent 

unauthorised access. 



for. Furman is hard at work trying a 
different approach that will provide 
power for a longer duration. 
Twecomm offers redundant power 

supply adaptors for the Yamaha PM-
3000, PM-1800/2800 and Ramsa mix-
ing consoles. Should the mixing con-
sole's power supply fail, then a seam-
less, instantaneous, noise-free change 
occurs. The adaptor is not another 
power supply, but a monitor that will 
switch over to a second power supply. 
Since critical installations usually keep 
a spare power supply for the console, 
this is an excellent method of effi-
ciently backing up and maintaining 
failsafe power for theconsole. 
Square D's Topaz brand offers the 

Powermaker, a range of UPS systems 
specifically intended for computers 

and telecommunications equipment. 
(The Powermaker series' products are 
freestanding, not rack mount.) 
Among the other suppliers of UPS 

systems are Sola, SL Waber, and 
Tripp Lite. 

REGULATORS 

Voltage regulators are used for pro-
tection from problems caused by 
power line sags, brownouts, or over-
voltages. 
The OnePower VR-20A voltage regu-

lation devices provide 120v output ±3.5 
percent with a voltage input of 90V to 
135V. Capacity is 20 amps with 120V 
input, with minimum capacity of 15 
amps with 90v input. A BNC connec-
tor is provided for a gooseneck work 
light. Sixteen outputs are provided 

along with a nine-LED input voltage 
meter. Varistor spike protection, along 
with EMI and RF interference filtration 
is included for all power outputs. 
Furman offers the AR-Pro Voltage 

Regulator for single phase input AC 
from 88 to 134 volts (and a similar ac-
ceptance range for 220V), with output 
at 120V (or 100V). Loads up to 30 
amps can be handled with 120 V input, 
with derating for lower voltage input. 
Twelve outlets are provided on the 
rear, with another two on the front 
panel. All outlets are regulated, spike-
suppressed, and filtered against RF 
interference. Two bar-graph meters 
indicate input voltage and output cur-
rent. Furman also offers more modest 
regulators in their models AR-117 and 
AR-230 (for 220V range). 

-DELAY NEXT 

For quality, it combines true 18-bit linear 

processing with an effective 2001(Hz sampling rate, 

giving all the benefits ola 108dB dynanic range, flat 

2.01-Iz-20kaz phase and frequency response - and a 

410, e ? 

5gS resolution for critical time settings. 

Ideal for synchronising multiple signal 

distribution systems and multi-way speaker 

systems, it's equally formidable when delaying 

KLAN ME1 

audio for video or satellite transmissions. 

The DN'72.8 leads the way in digital delay 

technology. To see and hear its full spectrum, call 

us now for a free colour brochure. 

48) 
a MARK IV company 

The first name with sound system designers 
Klark Teknik PU: Klark Industrial lori,. 1,611, Nash Road. Kidderminster, U'orrealernhire 1/511 711.1. England. 

Tel: 03621 741515 Telex: 339821 MAIM( (i Fax No: 0562; 745371 

Mark Telunic Electronics 200 Sea lane. Farmingdale, N.V. 11735, USA. Tel: : 5161 249-3860 Fax No: 516: 420-11163 
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POWER CONDITIONERS 

Power line conditioners have be-
come very popular because of the sen-
sitivity of computer and digital equip-
ment (including digital effects proces-
sors) to even very short term power 
spikes. While they drop electrical 
noise on the line, be careful that to 
check that the units are not acousti-
cally noisy. 
Furman's PL-8 combines power con-

ditioning with a light module. The 
lamps have a dimmer and slide out for 
rack illumination. Protection and con-
ditioning include a 10 amp circuit 
breaker, RF interference filtering, 
varistor spike and surge protection. 
Eight power outlets in the rear are 
controlled by a front panel switch. An 
upgrade model PL-Plus includes a volt-

• 4:5• 

PROFESSIONAL 

INTRODUCING OUR NEW 
PARTS & ACCESSORY 

DEPARTMENT 
FOR THE DISCRIMINATING 

ENGINEER & STUDIO 

CABLES, PATCHBAYS, CONNECTORS, 
TOOLS, TAPE, DISCS, RACKS, ETC. 

PICK-UP COUNTER 
RUSH DELIVERIES • MAIL ORDER 

BRANDS INCLUDE: ADC; AMPEX; AMPHENOL; 
CANARE; 3M; MIDDLE-ATLANTIC; GEPCO; 

NEUTRIX; PANDUIT; SWITCHCRAFT; MANY MORE. 

723 7th Avenue (at 48th Street) 
9th Floor, New York City 

(212) 302-5734 
Fax: (212) 302-5744 

Managers: Jim Gillespie &I Myron Dubb, 

formerly of Martin Audio 
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age monitor that reads from 90V to 
128V, improved RF filtering and a 15 
amp rating. 
Square D Company's Topaz brand 

offers the ESCORT Power condition-
ers, which are available in freestand-
ing and wall mount, but not rack 
mount. 
ETA's PD9, one of six models avail-

able, includes power conditioning and 
protection with eight outlets on the 
rear and an additional outlet on the 
front. 
OnePower offers the Mark Series 

Venue Resident line conditioners de-
signed for permanent hard wired in-
stallations. This series stabilizes volt-
age and minimizes line noise by the 
use of isolation transformers. 
Other comprehensive sources for 

power line conditioners are Z-Line 
from Pulizzi Engineering, SL Waber 
Inc., and Tripp Lite. 

GROUND ISOLATORS 

The Sonance AGM is an audio 
ground isolator. The device eliminates 
many of the ground hums and buzzes 
experienced in audio/video installa-
tions. The AGI-1 isolates the line-level 
audio input signal ground from the 
output signal ground. Different compo-
nents often have different voltage po-
tential present on their grounds. When 
connected by an audio patch cord, the 
signal travelling over the cord passes 

BGW's FS series; front and back view. 

along interference with its audio sig-
nal, causing a ground loop. The AGI-
1 breaks the "ground loop" and thus 
eliminates the associated interference. 
Sonance also offers the RFG-1, a 

passive radio frequency ground isola-
tor. The RFG-1 is used to eliminate 
ground interference problems found in 
coaxial cable and antenna RG distribu-
tion systems. 

The signal travelling 
over the cord 
passes along 
interference 
with its audio 
signal, causing a 
ground loop. 

Finally, an interesting combination 
of circuit breaker, power distribution, 
noise filter and rack cooling fan sys-
tem is available from BGW in their FS 
series products. Of course, aside from 
power amps, BGW offers not only a 
wide variety of rack accessories, but 
also rack mounted computers. 
Next month our epoch saga of rack 

stuff will focus on hardware accesso-
ries for racks: fans, security covers, 
patch bays, trays, perforated panels 
and whatnot. Finally, our trilogy will 
terminate with a survey of what is new 
with racks themselves. 3 



It's Time To Start 
Thinking About... 
The 9 9 

It's 
coming 

this Spring! 

Start Planning Now!! 

EST 

For Further Information Call or Write 

The 1993 INTERNATIONAL DJ EXPO/WEST 
(516) 767-2500 FAX (516) 767-9335 

25 Willowdale Avenue, 

Port Washington, NY 11050 
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CUSTOM 
ELECTRONIC 
DESIGN 
INSTALLATION 
ASSOCIATION 

AAMP WIRE BY 
kIL lit ji means .... 

• MADE IN THE USA 
• UL Approved CL3 speaker cable 
and remote cable, video cable 
e Non-grip PVC jacket for smooth runs 
*Colored for easy I.D. 
• Available in 16 gauge and 12 gauge 
(2 & 4 conductor) 
• Foot marker measuring system for 
easy measuring 
• Unbeatable price and quality on wire 
designed specifically for low voltage use 
in home and commercial applications. 

*Same day shipping guaranteed 

N• OW AVAILABLE IN 14 AND 18 GUAGE 

2 AND 4 CONDUCTOR 

AAMP of America is pleased 
to announce our line of low 
voltage CL3 wire specifically 
designed for home or 
commercial use. Each wire is 
brightly colored for easy 
identification. 

When it comes to quality, 
service and price, AAMP is the 
"right connection" for you. 
Products range from a full 
spectrum of low voltage cable 
pictured as well as a full line of 
in-wall speakers, rough in 
brackets, grill cloth, volume 

controls, repeaters, 
switchers, and a list of 

products too long to mention. 
All guaranteed, 

readily available at three 
convenient warehouses 
and orders will be shipped 
the same day! 

For further information, 
call or fax Toll Free today. 

Toll Free 

1-800-477-2267 
Toll Free Fax 

1-800-444-6044 
Distribution Centers 

Las Vegas, NV 

Springfield, MO 
Clearwater, FL 

AAMP 
HOME DIVISION 

13160 56th COURT, SUITE 508 
CLEARWATER, FLORIDA 34620 
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GET MORE FACTS ON PRODUCTS IN THIS ISSUE. 
These Reader Response Cards are your FAST AND EASY way 
to get additional information. Just circle, detach and mail! 
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FREE 
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Refurbishing 
Broadway's 

"Cats" 
Retaining the Musical Design in the Digital Age 

BY JEFF ADER 

W hen a show has been 
running for ten years on 
Broadway it is regarded as 

an institution. The sound reinforce-
ment equipment becomes a permanent 
installation. In regard to the popular-
ity and success of the show, the sound 
design deserves a major portion of the 
credit. How well do the components 
hold up? What happens if a piece of 
gear goes down? How do you replace 
a piece of equipment without altering 
the sound if you can't get the exact 
same make and model number? 
These were some of the problems 

faced by Dan Tramon, Chief Engineer 
of Sound Designers Studio in New 
York City, when the keyboard synthe-
sizers controlling all of the musical 
sound effects for the hit Broadway 
Show "Cats" had to be replaced. Dan 
has considerable experience as a mu-
sician and sound designer. A musical 
background is quite helpful these 
days, since the advent of MIDI. After 
initially studying piano under Grace 
Castagnetta, Dan spent nine years at 
Juilliard and then majored in music at 
Columbia University for four years. He 
studied multi-track recording and 
sound design at the Institute of Audio 
Research. During the past five years 
at Sound Associates Inc. he has de-

Jeff Ader is a writer and consultant in the 
sound and communications industry. 

Dan Tramon in front of the Winter Garden theater. 

signed sound effects for such shows as 
"City of Angels," "Cat On a Hot Tin 
Roof' and "The Will Rogers Follies." 
Gerald Schoenfeld, President of the 

Shubert Organization, one of the pro-
ducers of "Cats," contacted a number 
of sound designers asking for bids and 
proposals for this project. The job went 
to Richard Fitzgerald. 
He and his brother Peter have been 

involved in Broadway sound design for 
over 40 years as Sound Associates Inc. 
and are partners with Bernard Fox and 

Gene Perla in Sound Designers Studio. 
Their unique talents as engineers, 
musicians and sound designers gave 
Dan Tramon the technical support he 
needed to find a device that would fit 
the bill of particulars needed for this 
job. 
When the show first opened, the 

synthesizers being used were Prophet 
5s. The electronic, surreal quality of 
the sounds fit well within the fantasy 
that is "Cats." Five years later, in 1987 
when the Prophet 5s were starting to 
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The cast in a scene from "Cats" 

Dan Tramon with 
the Kurzweil K2000. 

feel their age, the decision was made 
to transfer their sounds into the Casio 
FZ-1 series of synthesizers. These 
could not only sample any sound intro-
duced to them but could create sounds 
internally by using a built-in waveform 
generator. Now, in 1992 a new device 
had to be found to take over for the 
Casio FZ-1s. 
The Sound Designers Studio team 

went into high gear researching and 
testing possible candidates. They 
found that a new entry in the market 
place, the Kurzweil K2000 keyboard, 
had all the features they needed. It has 
a full sampler/audio processor with 
high quality, full bandwidth capabili-
ties. Due to its expandable architec-
ture (V.A.S.T.), it is compatible with 
samples from other manufacturers' li-
braries, can hold over 12 minutes of 
sampled sounds at full bandwidth and 
supports up to 64 megabytes of 
memory. 

In the "Cats" orchestra there are 
three "chairs" for keyboards. Previ-
ously, each musician had two key-
boards to play and operate. Each 
"sound effect" had a program number. 
The musician, while playing one key-
board, would be punching up a pro-
gram number for the next sound on 
the other keyboard, manipulating vol-
umes with separate foot pedals. With 
the K2000, each chair is now played 
from one multi-split keyboard, with 
each patch sequenced from one data 
pedal or one panel keystroke; there is 
no longer a need to punch in all those 
program numbers. One keyboard has 
170 changes, another 140; the third 
has approximately 40 and includes an 
acoustic piano program. 

With the helpful advice of David 
Caddick and Ed Robinson, the musi-
cal directors of the show, Dan was able 
to preserve many of the original 
Prophet 5 sounds and augment or im-
prove others. In several cases, new 
sounds were created to further en-
hance the process, some layered with 
internal K2000 waveforms. The K2000 
could read samples from the Akai 
S-1000, which has been used exten-
sively by Sound Designers Studio for 
the creation of sound effects of numer-
ous Broadway shows. It has an exten-
sive array of internal processing fea-
tures such as EQ, delays, reverbs and 
filters to add color to the sounds. The 
Prophet sounds used were copied to 
DAT and then transferred to the sam-
pler where they were then edited and 
manipulated. 
The next problem to overcome was 

the replacement of equipment. The 
K2000s were programmed outside of 
the theater and installed during a 
three hour period one afternoon. By 
curtain time that evening they had to 
be ready to perform. Young Chang 
America Inc., the parent of the 
Kurzweil line, has been very support-
ive during this whole process and has 
already supplied program updates. 
Tramon says, "The system is less cum-
bersome now (only one keyboard each 
for two of the chairs) and so much 
easier to operate that a substitute 
musician can come in cold and read 
the score immediately, simply hit-
ting the data pedal at the appropriate 
time." 
With all of its unique capabilities the 

K2000 just might outlive "Cats" in this 
new keyboard re-incarnation. 
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Folkilfe 
Sound 

Tradition 
Thirty Events on Five Acres Require Ingenuity 

and Intelligence for a New Tradition 

BY WENDY J. DUCH 

Living history is kicking its 
heels up in East Lansing! 
Each year, the Festival of 

Michigan Folklife comes to the cam-
pus of Michigan State University 
(MSU) for two jam-packed weekends 
cif traditional arts entertainment as 
a featured affiliate of the annual 
"MichiganFest! Festival of Festivals." 
Through efforts spearheaded by the 
MSU Museum Folk Arts division's 
Michigan Traditional Arts Program 
(MTAP), over one hundred musicians, 
artists, dancers, cooks, storytellers and 
assorted craftspersons are assembled 
on MSU's Landon Field to demon-
strate skills representative of Mich-
igan's regional, ethnic, occupational 
and religious groups. The 1992 folklife 
festival focused on minority groups di-
rectly affected by Columbus' discovery 
of the Americas: Latin, African and 
Native Americans. A regional Native 
American Pow Wow was premiered on 
a separate site. Thanks to the coopera-
tive efforts of MSU's Native American 
faculty and staff, it looks as if this is 
to become an annual festival offering. 

Wendy J. Duch is a freelance audio writer 
who has been involved in live sound rein-
forcement for the past 13 years. Duch cur-
rently resides in East Lansing, Michigan. 

Overview of main Folklife Festival site, 1990. 

The life of a society is derived from 
the vitality of its traditions, inasmuch 
as those traditions are kept a living 
part of social practice. It is the shar-
ing of these traditions with the general 
public that engender an acceptance of 
and an appreciation for the cultural 
differences of America's melting pot 
society. Sharing is what the MSU 
Museum is all about. When it comes 
to cultural documentation, cooperative 
effort is the name of the game. Con-

tracted Folk Arts consultants assist 
ethnomusicologists, folklorists, cul-
tural anthropologists, historians and 
other subject specialists associated 
with MTAP to survey and document 
Michigan's living traditions. This re-
search yields a deluge of field reports, 
taped interviews and photo graphs 
from which traditional artists are se-
lected for exhibition. In addition to 
hosting the annual folklife festival, 
MSU Museum activities include spe-
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cial traveling exhibits which are often 
accompanied by interactive multime-
dia computer presentations, as well as 
educational outreach programs and a 
multitude of special publications. 

Festival co-designer Peter Holben 
Wehr also designs multimedia presen-
tations. He got his start in museum 
work while pursuing a graduate de-
gree in American Studies at MSU. He 
helped put himself through school by 
working as a stagehand for the Inter-
national Alliance of Theatrical and 
Stage Employees (IATSE) Local 274. 
This background made him a natural 
choice to coordinate the technical end 

We loaded two 
Ryder rental trucks 
full of stuff left over 
from the 
Smithsonian's 
festival and hauled 
it back to Michigan 

of the folklife festivals. He serves to 
bridge the gap between academia and 
technical theater. As such, he often 
must translate the envisionment of 
scholars into something that will work. 
This involves compromise, which is 
not always an easy task. 
Fellow Folk Arts staffer Chantel 

Cummings is in charge of archival 
documentation and collection services. 
She deals with mile after mile of mag-
netic tape on a routine basis, as it is 
collected by field workers throughout 
the year. Her festival duties include 
the coordination of several volunteer 
recordists, who are primarily em-
ployed as tape loggers. 
David Vick is the proverbial jack-

of-all-trades. He got his start in audio 
12 years ago, running sound for what 
he politely calls "bar bands." He has 
been affiliated with IATSE Local 274 
for the past eight years. The decision 
to become a union rigger was ar-
rived at about seven years ago. It has 
served to put Vick in high demand. He 
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Peter Wehr constructing stage for 1989 
Festival of Michigan Folklife. 

is a handy person to have around 
when dealing with circus big tops, or 
just about any other technical thing 
imaginable. 
The following interview was con-

ducted a few weeks after the 1992 Fes-
tival of Michigan Folklife. Having put 
the '92 festival to bed, the participants 
were busy at work with plans for '93. 
Sound & Communications: How did 

the folklife festival get its start? 
Wehr: It started in 1987 as a spin-off 

of the Smithsonian's Festival of Ameri-
can Folklife [which is held annually on 
the National Mall in Washington, 
D.C.]. That year, Michigan was their 
featured state. Part of the way we ob-
tained funding [for a similar festival, 
to be held in Michigan] was that we 
would take the Smithsonian's presen-
tation and bring it back to Michigan as 
part of our state's sesquicentennial 
celebration — The Michigan Festival. 
[The folklife festival] was thought of 
from the beginning as an integral part 
of this larger celebration. 
Sound & Communications: Was it 

originally planned to become an an-
nual event? 

Wehr: We had the idea in the back 
of our minds, but weren't totally sure. 
We didn't have a lot of experience with 
festivals. We loaded two Ryder rental 
trucks full of stuff left over from the 
Smithsonian's festival and hauled it 
back to Michigan to restage the event. 
It was real successful, so at that point 

we decided to pursue it as an annual 
event. 
Sound & Communications: You have 

obviously acquired an impressive 
amount of equipment since 1987. What 
criteria have you based your equip-
ment purchases upon? 
Wehr: We have what Dave [Vick] 

and I refer to as our rules of two and 
four. If we can buy something for twice 
as much as it costs to rent it for a year, 
we don't even think about it — we buy 
it. If it's something we can recoup in 
four years, we will still generally buy 
it, although we'll think about it first. 
Sound & Communications: How has 

this influenced your cash flow? 
Wehr: It allows us to spend more 

money on material culture presenta-
tions. We also do more elaborate stag-
ings of various participant areas, to 
make it look more natural. It's hard to 
take someone who does a craft in their 
basement, stick them in the middle of 
a tent and make it look like that's what 
they really do. 
Sound & Communications: What 

type of equipment have you invested 
your purchasing funds in? 

Wehr: In terms of audio equipment, 
we started with things which would 
allow us to do our fieldwork. 

Vick: We like the Sony TCD-5M ana-
log deck. If we had the money, we'd 
like to get our hands on a TCD-10 
ProDAT deck. Instead, we'll probably 
go with a DAP-20 from Tascam. Or 
we'll pick up a few more analog decks. 
In addition to using the TCD-5M ste-
reo decks, we also use TCM-5000 
mono decks for field recording. 

Wehr: The festival is a research-
based animal. We send a crew of 
scholars out to find people who are 
practicing traditional arts compatible 
with whatever that year's theme is to 
be. They start by recording conver-
sations or music, and by taking 
photographs. 
Most of our field workers have their 

own 35mm cameras. That's something 
I've never figured out, why they feel 
compelled to spend a lot of money on 
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1991 Logging Diorama from a presenter's perspective. Jack Nordine using a single 
microphone to feed six battery-powered Peavey Solos daisy-chained to work in tandem. 

photography equipment and insist that 
we furnish them with tape decks. It's 
a mystery to me. 
Cummings: We don't own a lot of 

photographic equipment, because we 
hire professional photographers. Our 
field workers do their own kind of pho-
tography, which is seldom very good. 
Now they're starting to hire [profes-

sional] photographers to do their field 
work for them. Some of these [profes-
sionals] have become people we now 
hire regularly for festival photography. 
Sound & Communications: So you 

bought tape decks instead. 
Wehr: That was the most immediate 

need. We concentrated on buying field 
recorders and microphones. We also 

kept in mind that microphones are 
useful for reinforcement as well as for 
recording. Some of our choices were 
biased in favor of equipment that could 
obviously be used in both arenas. 

Vick: We'll generally send a portable 
deck out with an SM-57 or SM-58, de-
pending on what they're going to 
record. We also use Crown Sound-
grabbers. We're buying a bunch more 
SM-57s and 58s. 
Sound & Communications: They're 

cheaper by the dozen! 
Wehr: We [also] quietly started ac-

quiring equipment for our smaller 
stages and smaller venues. We don't 
ever intend to handle the equipment 
needs of our larger stages, but our 
smaller [performance] stages and nar-
rative stages are all pretty much done 
with our own in-house equipment. 

Vick: For the past two years, our 
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contracted sound company has been 
MacPherson Loudspeakers, from right 
here in Lansing. I can't say enough 
good stuff about Dave [MacPherson], 
his people and his equipment. From 
Day 1, he was really hip to what we 
were trying to convey. He was espe-
cially into the concept of doing sound-
in-the-round for the [Native American] 
Pow Wow. 
Sound & Communications: Have you 

done much with video? 
Cummings: We did a bit more with 

videotaping this year than we have in 
the past, primarily because we had a 
lot of food demonstrations — which 
are difficult to document well us-
ing strictly audio or still photogra-
phy. Also, we've started doing more 
with video since we bought our own 
camera. 
Sound & Communications: What did 

you buy? 
Wehr: A Sony Hi-8. 
Vick: It's a Sony CCD-220V. We 

bought it because it's got digital audio 
processing capabilities. We saw DAT 
coming down the pipe and thought it 
would be good to be able to use digi-
tal audio in conjunction with video. We 
also do a lot of computer development 
in this office. The medium lends itself 
well to that. 
Sound & Communications: Com-

puter development? 
Wehr: Yes. We do a lot with interac-

tive multimedia in conjunction with 
museum exhibits. Sometimes we'll just 
take the raw field recording, match it 
to still images or even use Quicktime 
video images on a Mac, and play it 
back to try to re create a sense of the 
artist in exhibit. If you don't have the 
artist's point of view, something is lost. 

SOUNDSPHERE SPEAKERS KEEP 
NEWSDAY PRESSES ROLLING 
The Newsday corporate offices and printing plant are in a large building in Melville, 
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Patrick O'Hanlon, Production Maintenance Electrical General Foreman at the site 
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maintain a volume level that would not be overbearing, to permit quick quality control 
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What is more exciting is that we can 
use the computer to simulate museum 
exhibits. We're working with it as an 
outreach tool for the schools. The 
[MSU] Museum's Education division 
has come up with a computer sim-
ulation of the whole museum, using 
a combination of Hypermedia and 
a realtime walkthrough computer 
program. 
Sound & Communications: How will 

this be used? 
Wehr: In the past, teachers have 

tended to book museum tours at the 
end of the [ school] year, when they're 
exhausted. No one gets much out of 
the experience. 

This way, teachers will know what 
the museum is like before they get 
there. They can adapt class periods 
both before and after their visit and 
integrate the experience more fully 
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into their normal work. We've done 
enough field testing to be convinced 
that it's worthwhile. 
Sound & Communications: Sounds 

wonderful! 
Wehr: We've also been approached 

by the Thai government to help them 
integrate multimedia into their cultural 
affairs. It's a multi-ethnic country. In 
a lot of ways, they have the same in-
terpretive problems that we have, 
and are interested in using interactive 
multimedia to help present traditions 
of the many Thai cultures when in 
exhibit. 
Another big project we will be using 

multimedia for is an exhibit on Ethio-
pia. We'll be sending documentation 
crews over there and hopefully, given 
the funding, do various computer com-
ponents for that. We might also do a 
festival unit on Ethiopia. As they say 
in the computer business, it's fun be-
ing on the bloody edge! 
Sound & Communications: What 

is involved in designing a folklife 
festival? 

Wehr: The festival is strange, be-
cause you're designing as many as 30 
theater-type events, all happening si-
multaneously on one small plot of land. 

Vick: It should be noted that the fes-
tival takes place on a five-acre field at 
the north end of MSU's campus. We 
are surrounded by lovely acoustic sur-
faces such as brick-walled buildings. 
When we design the festival, we have 
to consider what types of noise we'll 
have to deal with and focus various 
sound-producing areas so that their 
wash isn't going to interfere with ad-
joining space. 

Wehr: Once you've committed your-
self to "x" number of stages, you've 
got to place them in such a way that 
they don't sonically compete. Then, we 
ask ourselves how this optimum stage 
layout will work with traffic flow, pre-
sentation flow, or any of a number of 
things that might go on. Sometimes 
you just can't come up with an ideal 
acoustical placement. It wouldn't make 
any thematic sense. So you make com-

promises and hope it all works out. 
You never know... 

Vick: We're slaves to the weather. 
What works on a sunny day when we 
have 30-40,000 people absolutely does 
not work on a rainy day when there 
are no bodies around to absorb the 
sound. It's a balancing act. 
Sound & Communications: I hear 

you had to put up quite a few stages 
for the 1992 festival. How many 
were there? 

Vick: Depending on how you define 
things, we had a total of five perfor-
mance platforms [on the main site. An 
additional performance area was set up 
on a separate site for the Native Ameri-
can Pow Wow.] Stage 1 featured 
latino programming. There were 32 
channels on the system. I don't know 
how much power MacPherson was 
running through the mains, but it 

We also didn't 
anticipate the 
quality of the 
musicians. They 
drew much, much 
more heavily than 
we had thought 
they would. 

was a very loud, very efficient system 
that pretty much had its way with 
everybody! 

Wehr: Well, it was pretty predictable 
that it was going to be loud. 

Vick: Stage 2, at the opposite end of 
the field, was dedicated to African 
American programming. The first 
weekend, it ran African diaspora 
genres — String music, Gospel, 
Rap .. . 
Sound & Communications: Rap? 
Wehr: The decision to include Rap 

drew criticism from purists. It's not as 
if Rap per se has been around long 
enough yet to be called a tradition, but 
it embodies a lot of other African 
American traditions and is seen as 
their continuation. It worked — it was 
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popular. 
Wehr: The second weekend was de-

voted to a variety of Detroit-based 
Blues artists. 

Vick: Stage 3 was the Native Ameri-
can performance area, which was un-
fortunately about 50 yards too close to 
Stage 2. But what can you do [with five 
stages] on five acres? 
Wehr: The sound design for the Na-

tive American Stage was quite straight-
forward; the actual stage was not. It 
was a drum arbor, the structure that 
Pow Wow drummers sit under. Most 
Native American presentational genres 
are done in the round. To simplify 
things, we cut the sonic circle in half, 
with the stage facing south. Still, we 
had a wide... 

Vick: ... dispersion area to cover. 
Wehr: We also didn't anticipate the 

quality of the musicians. They drew 
much, much more heavily than we had 
thought they would. 
Sound & Communications: Did it 

create problems? 
Wehr: All sorts of problems are 

caused by using a traditional architec-
tural form to present a natural perfor-
mance setting. It's much easier to con-
trol what's going on under a tent than 
it is under a pole structure [whose roof 
is] covered with cedar boughs, while 
the whole roof is swaying (he chuck-
les at this) in the breeze. That was in-
teresting! 
Sound & Communications: And mov-

ing right along... 
Vick: The fourth stage was our Nar-

rative Stage, where groups of partici-
pants from all over the site would be 
asked to come and explain who they 

Dave Vick logging a videotape at GospelFest 
1991. 

are, what they do, why they do what 
they do, and why they do what they do 
the way they do it. It's primarily a 
documentation tool, but it's kinda cool. 
The fifth stage was Foodways — our 

And you thought 
all we make 

are great speakers. 

When you hear the name gem sound, 
chances are you remember us as New 
York's leading DJ speaker company with 
over 14 years of industry experience. 

Maybe you don't know it, but in recent 
years we built quite a reputation with our 
complete line of audio electronics. 

In addition to our popular mobile DJ 
speakers, we have just intnxiuœd a new 
line of high-performance speakers featuring 
Electro VoiceTM bass drivers and 
Motorola components. 

So if you're looking for quality audio 
equipment for your next dub, hotel or 
karaoke sound system, think of the 
name gem sound Rememter...we make 
more than just great speakers. 

gem sound 
The first choice in DJ and club sound products. 
600 E 156th St. Bronx, NY 10455 (212) 292-5972 
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cooking tent. Basically, we present 
culinary arts from different cultures 
under a tent. You set up the [ sound] 
system, give lavaliers to the partici-
pants so they can cook with both 
hands and still be heard, and hope that 
nobody drops an ECM-66 into their 
Ragu. 
Wehr: It comes off looking a lot like 

a TV cooking show, except they're 
cooking Menudo, or 

Wehr/Vick: (in unison) Barbacoa(!), 
Wehr: or Muskrat... 
Cummings: There were also people 

with wandering microphones, making 
noise with little portable amplifiers. 
Wehr: They were minor. Not minor 

in importance, but minor in the 
amount of gear they take. 

Vick: Our "sound on a stick." We've 
taken a small, battery-powered instru-
ment amplifier — in our case, a Peavey 
Solo —and plugged in an SM-58 or 
[more commonly] some Radio Shack 
mike, handed it to presenters and off 
they go to do their special demonstra-
tion. We use that particular genre of 
reinforcement because it has a very 
wide dispersion pattern — you can 
cover 180 degrees — but it's very lim-
ited in its depth of coverage, only go-
ing five-six people back. It makes it 
possible to have two special demon-
strations within 50-70 feet of each 
other without either one having too 
great an impact on the other. 
Sound & Communications: Have you 

ever gotten experimental with them? 
Vick: Yes, we have. The theme for 

our 1991 festival was logging. We took 
half of the site and made a diorama out 
of it. We devised a timeline: from 
standing timber, to the logging indus-
try, to skidding trees to the mill, to 
taking milled lumber to the carpenters 
to be made into whatever — in our 
case, a lawn table and a gazebo. We 
wound up using six Peavey Solos 
wired in parallel at various strategic 
points along the timeline, with one 
mike feeding the whole thing. What 
we came to refer to as "the long gray 
line" could cover an awful lot of linear 

It's Small,,, 
It's Wet... 

And 
It'll Never 
lard 

On You. 

Why waste great performance? 
Directional microphones are of little use if they 
point backwards, sideways, or in any direction 
but at the source. 

The new CH230 miniature back-electret 
condenser microphone from Electro-Voice is 
suspended from a cable with a braided shield 
(instead of spiral). The result: the mic stays where 
it's supposed to be instead of spinning out of con-
trol with changes in temperature and humidity. 

Did we mention great performance? The 
CH230's dynamic range of 105 dB is almost 
14 dB higher than most competitive models, 
and a humbucking transformer reduces hum 
pickup by more than 20 dB. A steel shield 
over the preamp eliminates electronic and radio-
frequency interference, while screw terminals on 
the output provide greater long-term reliability 
than typical three-pin connectors. 

Ideal for miking choirs, orchestras and live 
theatre, the new CH230 from Electro-Voice puts 
a new "spin" on great performance. 

Also available 
in white (CH230W) 

Ey 
Electro-Voice, Inc. a MARK IV Company 600 Cecil St. Buchanan, MI 49107 616-695-6831 In Canada: 613-382-2141 
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space, but didn't interfere with presen-
tation activities at the other end of the 
timeline 100 feet away. It was a really 
cool thing. An experiment that worked 
very, very well. 

Wehr: We could have accomplished 
the same thing with a more conven-
tional sound system, but really didn't 
want to risk more expensive equip-
ment under falling logs! 
Sound & Communications: Tell me 

about the Pow Wow. 
Wehr: Well, if you've never been to 

one, it's a little hard to describe. Ba-
sically, you have this [open-sided] pole 
structure constructed in the middle of 
a big, open circle. The structure is 
called an arbor; some people call it a 
ramada. It's a multi-sided circular log 
structure topped by a roof covered 
with cedar boughs. The dance area is 

fairly large. The sound has to travel up 
and over the dancers, finally hitting 
the audience 120 feet away. There is 
really only one sound source — the 
active drum. The singers/drummers 
in the group all face toward the middle 

Located 18-24 
inches above the 
drum, [the SM-58] 
gives a fairly 
balanced image. 

of the drum. All you can do is try to 
keep things simplified. 
Sound & Communications: How was 

the drum group miked? 
Vick: [MacPherson] hung an SM-81 

from the roof to pick up ambient 
sound. Then there was an SM-58 on a 

boom off to one side of the active 
drum, pointed up toward the roof. It 
was positioned in the middle of the 
drum, with the boom situated in some 
unobtrusive spot. The mike was there 
primarily to pick up the voices [of the 
singers], although a fairly hefty drum 
image tends to come through the 
backdoor of the 58. Located 18-24 
inches above the drum, [the SM-58] 
gives a fairly balanced image. 
Sound & Communications: What 

about loudspeakers? 
Wehr: [MacPherson] put M2s at the 

four cardinal points of the arbor. That 
was not a complete solution in and of 
itself. So he used M4s to fill in the 
dead spots. When the system was fired 
up, you could walk around the entire 
circle and there wasn't a seam to be 
heard. It worked out well. [Mac-
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Pherson Loudspeakers manufactures 
a full line of high fidelity loudspeakers 
for professional applications. The M2 Ll 
is a mid-sized cabinet employing a 15-
inch woofer and 1-inch horn driver. â 
The M4 utilizes an in-house, hand- e 
made 8-inch speaker used for spot- e 
source applications.] 
Sound & Communications: So the 

Pow Wow was a success? 
Wehr: It's always interesting to do 

something like this. The people whose 
culture is being represented tend to 
assume that [their traditions] are com-
mon knowledge. They've grown up 
with it, and don't realize how ignorant 
most people in mainstream society are 
about everybody else's cultures! The 
Native Americans, in particular, were 
very flattered. They enjoyed the oppor-
tunity to present their traditions. Yes, 

Mighty Low Riders, Mexican-American conjunto on Stage 1, 1991 festival. 

the Pow Wow was a real success. 
We're going to do it again. 
Sound & Communications: Okay! So 

we've got this huge festival with all of 
these events going on at the same 
time. Everything needs to be docu-
mented and archived. Where do you 
begin? 
Cummings: Well, first we have to get 

a schedule. Then — well, [ in 1992] it 
was the three of us who sat down and ... 

Vick: ... after a couple of 
margaritas. 
Cummings: ... decided what we 

thought really, absolutely, positively 
had to be taped. In the past, we've 
taped absolutely everything. It's not 
really useful to have 40 copies of [ re-
peats of] the same performance. And 
when it comes to cooking demonstra-
tions, it's not useful to have an audio 
tape of food preparation when you 

Take a world class industry standard. Add power. Add new features* and a higher level of technical 
sopheication. Add a new model. Make them all lighter. All at no additional cost 7o you. That's Pure QSC. 

41 
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1992 Native American Pow Wow Site. MacPherson M-2 and M4 loudspeakers are 
suspended around the perimeter of the drum arbor. 

have to see... 
Wehr: ... what they're talking about. 
Sound & Communications: There 

are some out there who might debate 
the issue, claiming that no two live 
performances are ever the same. 

Wehr: Well, there is that! I mean, the 
natural inclination is to capture every 
possible moment. The flipside of that 
is not so much the actual recording 
aspects, but the amount of time it 
takes to process everything once we 
get the tapes back. Someone has to log 
all of those tapes, enter them into the 
computer. It's just a lot of work. 
Sound & Communications: What 

can you tell me about the recording 
aspects? 

Wehr: We generally take a two-track 
tap off of the mixer. Sometimes it 
works well. Normally, if we were in 
a one stage setting, we'd use our 
SASS-P system or some other stereo 
miking technique. But there is so 
much ambient noise during the festi-
val that those sorts of things just don't 
work. So we use two-track line taps. It 
will work better for some things than 
others. The Latino stuff, for instance, 
with all of the horns and percussion 
barely going through the system at all, 
just doesn't sound right. 
Sound & Communications: But I 

imagine it works well for dialog. 
Wehr: Well, yes. Which isn't what 

anyone wants. Everyone wants the 
music. And you have to spend a lot of 
time doing postproduction [process-
ing] to it. We're getting there, but 
aren't really set up to do that yet. 
Sound & Communications: Do you 
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make voice transcriptions of your dia-
log tapes? 
Cummings: We're starting to do 

more of that, yes. It's expensive. We 
have students do it. We have to do a 
lot of this type of thing using student 
labor. 

Wehr: We're keeping an eye on all 
of the voice recognition work being 
done with computers, most notably 
developments at Apple. We're hoping 
we'll get to the point where we can use 
the computer to do the transcriptions 
for us! Right now, it's exceedingly la-
bor intensive. I can't imagine the com-
puter making any more errors than 
human transcribers. 
Sound & Communications: How are 

archival tapes processed? 
Cummings: When the festival is 

over, I collect all of the tapes and bring 
them back to the office. Then it takes 
me about three weeks to access all of 
the material, write up a basic index for 
each tape and, ideally from there, du-
plicate them for transcription. 
Sound & Communications: How 

does your operation compare with the 
Smithsonian? 
Wehr: The Smithsonian has a little 

more money for documentation than 
we do. Legend has it that they used to 
have two boards at each [perfor-
mance] stage and split the [line-level] 
feed between them. But the recording 
engineer started arguing with the 
house engineer about microphone 
placement so much that they finally 
did away with the recording engineer 
altogether. Now they do a lot more 
with two-track line taps. They've really 

upgraded their field equipment. So, 
they're getting better! When their field 
workers are in the field, they're get-
ting production-quality stuff. They 
aren't relying on festival documenta-
tion. This is the direction we want to 
head in. It's a lot more sensible. 
Sound & Communications: It sounds 

like you've learned a lot working with 
them. 
Wehr: We maintain a fairly close re-

lationship with the Smithsonian. Sev-
eral of us actually work on both festi-
vals throughout the course of the year. 
Sure we've learned a lot from them, 
but using the little [battery-powered] 
amplifiers on the National Mall was 
our contribution. I frequently get last-
minute phone calls to borrow them. 
Sound & Communications: Do you do 

much equipment-sharing with them? 

We're trying to 
help communities 
document their 
own cultures by 
providing advice, 
equipment loans, 
and helping 
communities set 
up archival 
structures for 
their own use. 

Wehr: Some. Mostly microphones. 
They have an excellent microphone 
locker. You really have to see it to 
believe it. We've also borrowed several 
engineers from them over the years. 
[In 1992] we only borrowed one. I 
shouldn't say "borrow" — we paid 
him! When we met him at the airport, 
he had half of their microphone 
locker, a mixer, and a couple of amps 
stashed away. 
Sound & Communications: And you 

return the favor. 
Wehr: And we return the favor. More 

importantly, though, we have the tal-
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AT933 MicroLine condensers are unusually 
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music sound reinforcement. Or use 
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theater stage coverage. 

So light they can be hung 
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ent going back and forth. So the tech-
nical development of the two festivals 
is comparable. When one of us makes 
a major breakthrough somewhere, the 
others snarf up the idea real quickly! 
Sound & Communications: So where 

does it all go from here? 
Wehr: We're getting more personally 

involved with community structures. 

We're trying to help communities 
record their own traditions. In the 
past, academics have imposed them-
selves on the traditions — running in 
to do all of the recordings. Most [mu-
seums] think of themselves as being 
the repository of knowledge, instead of 
the living cultures themselves. We're 
trying to help communities document 

ROCK 
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Speakers 
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simulated stone 
environmental 

speakers. 
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free catalog and 

information 
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their own cultures by providing ad-
vice, equipment loans, and helping 
communities set up archival structures 
for their own use. In this respect, mu-
seums and other archival-type institu-
tions might not be needed anymore. 
Sound & Communications: How is 

the '93 festival shaping up? 
Vick: The site map was roughed in 

two-three months ago. 

Depending on who 
you talk with, it was 
a success or it was 
a nightmare. 

Wehr: Yeah, but that will get heavily 
altered. 

Vick: Yup. As we know who's com-
ing, we'll change where they're going 
to be and figure out our technical 
needs from there. 

Wehr: Then we'll start costing every-
thing out. You can get a feel for what 
things are going to cost by what the 
theme is. This year, we have a lot 
more flux in the budget than last year. 
We'll try to encourage some sort of 
material culture extravaganza. It 
doesn't look like we'll be doing as 
much music as we did [ in 1992]. [The 
1992] festival was a compromise. 
Sound & Communications: A 

compromise? 
Wehr: Pretty much all of the people 

on the technical end had grave reser-
vations about whether we had enough 
acreage to accommodate the number 
of sound platforms that we wound up 
with. Depending on who you talk with, 
it was a success or it was a nightmare. 

Vick: It was a successful nightmare. 
Sound & Communications: What 

advice do you have for others who are 
involved in productions of this nature? 
Wehr: The biggest philosophy is to 

put your money into capital goods and 
not into disposable items when you're 
first starting up. You'll save more in 
the long run and be able to do more 
every year. 

Vick: That, and it helps to have a 
superb grants writer or two around! 
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The 
Future 

of Silence 
Active Noise Cancellation and 

the Professional Sound Contractor 

BY DANIEL SWEENEY 

In years past, noise control de-vices never generated much ex-
citement in our industry. The 

egg crate foam slabs and cumber-
some fiberglass panels that were the 
principal products of the noise control 
industry were regarded at best as 
necessary evils — expensive eyesores 
reluctantly employed as palliatives 
in bad rooms and noisy environ-
ments. And the companies that sup-
plied the stuff were equally hum-
drum, and were certainly never going 
to be covered in Megatrends. All in 
all, it was a staid, boring, low tech 
business. 
Then, from seemingly out of no-

where, came active noise control, 
which might just as well be termed 
activist noise control. Instead of sheet 
metal benders and fiberglass stuffers, 
you suddenly get guys in lab coats 
wearing Phi Beta Kappa rings and 
rattling on about parallel processing 
and recursive filter functions. What 
is happening, and what does it all 
mean? 

In fact active noise control, in most 
of its current manifestations, repre-
sents a special use of digital signal 

Daniel Sweeney is a freelance writer living 
in Burbank, California. 
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INPUT -----
MICROPHONE 

Acoustical noise is 
detected and signal 
sent to controller 

DIGISONIX• Digital Sound Controller 
Processes the signal, determines 

cancelling waveform and sends the 
signal to the loudspeaker 

LOUDSPEAKER 
MODULE 

Plays 180 out-of-phase sound 
into duct to cancel noise 

The DIGIDUCT® is based on 
Nelson Industries, Inc.'s 
patented active/passive 
silencer technology. 

ERROR 
MICROPHONE 

Monitors system and corrects 
for residual noise 

Mesh Coating 

Acouate Insulabon 

Digisonix, currently sells active duct silencers including the Digiduct. 

processing, and promises ultimately 
to have as large an effect upon room 
acoustics as digital processing is al-
ready having on loudspeaker design 
and deployment. It is a segment of the 
audio industry undergoing very rapid 
expansion and technological change, 
and the products under development 
by this segment of the industry prom-
ise to change the way contractors per-
form installations. 

WHENCE IT CAME 

Most people in sound contracting 
have a general understanding of the 
principle behind active noise control 
— which is simply addressing the of-
fending sound with anti-noise, that is, 
phase reversed sounds that are the 
mirror images of the sounds to be sup-
pressed. And it's not a terribly new 
idea. The first patents for the use of 
destructive interference as a noise 
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e use this illustration to shed some light on a superio: design and 
introduce the new Tannoy CPA5 (ICI)TM loudspeaker - a small, 
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failure-free operation from its HF unit. How? "Inductive 
Coupling Technology" (ICI)TM makes it so. 

Simply stated, the CPA5's five inch ICT transducer has no 
high frequency voice coil or HF windings. Instead, a one inch 
Duralumin HF passive radiator sits in the same gap with, and 
is inductively energized by, the electro magnetic high 
frequency energy, generated as a by-product of the LF unit. 
The ICI transducer's crossover free architecture ensures linear, 
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The CPA5's 100 Watt power handling and 110 dB output, 
provides clean, non-fatiguing sound at exceedingly high volumes - 
free from mid-range compression, and with remarkable bass response 

for such a small enclosure (8 1/2" high X 6" wide X 5" deep). 
Its modern, rugged, molded polypropylene cabinet 

(available in two colors) and shielded components are "environ-
mentally friendly" and impervious to most weather conditions. 
Equipped with 70 Volt transformer fittings for multi unit 
installations, the CPA5 mounts both vertically or horizontally, 
offers two grill faces, and an adjustable, rotating badge. 

While its affordable CUB-5 hardware meets all safety 
standards, the CPA5 also retrofits most existing mounting 
hardware available today. 

We think you will find the Tannoy CPA5's exceptional 
performance a uniquely flexible, cost-effective and reliable 
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Meet the family. 
The only power conditioning 
family specially designed for 
the unique needs of audio. 

Here's Grandpa. The PL-8 Power Conditioner and Light Module 
is the original — it's the most popular rack accessory ever! It gives 
you clean power and handy rack illumination. Cousin PL-PLUS, 
shown in the photo, adds super RFI filtering, a line voltage meter, 
an extra long AC cord, and a 15 amp rating. 

The AR-117 and AR-230 AC Line Voltage Regulators not only clean your power but 
actually correct the voltage if it's too high or too low. Worry no more about sags, 
brownouts, or overloaded generators. For those really heavy loads, big brother AR-PRO 
handles a whopping 30 amps. It can accept any line voltage from 88 to 264 volts and 
return a stable 120— enough to power an entire stage or studio, anywhere in the world. 
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The new kid in the family is the PS-8 Power Sequencer, a conditioner 
that powers your equipment up and down in a 3-step delayed 
sequence, avoiding loud pops that can blow speakers and large inrush 
currents that can trip breakers. Available options allow operation from 
a remote location using a wired switch or a switched outlet. 
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Furman Sound, Inc. 
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suppressing technique date back to 
the nineteen thirties, and various re-
searchers — mostly academic — have 
been experimenting with the tech-
nique ever since. 

Unfortunately, until just a few years 
ago, active noise control never went 
much beyond the experimental state. 
By the late eighties the concept was 
being publicized in the popular press, 
but on the professional level nothing 
was available. You simply couldn't buy 
a noise cancellation device for any ap-
plication. Recently, however, due pri-
marily to advances in digital signal 
processing, the still tiny active noise 
control industry has begun to go be-
yond the laboratory and address the 
marketplace with real commercial 
items. There's still a lot more promise 
than product, but several practical 
implementations of the technology are 
already in production, and many more 
are in the planning stage. 

THE PROMISE AND 
THE PRODUCTS 

Current practical applications of ac-
tive noise control are only three in 
number, all of which have direct rel-
evance to audio professionals. 
The first of these is climate control 

system duct silencing. This is one of 
the first areas investigated by en-
gineers in the field of active noise can-
cellation, and it was the first area 
where a major technological break-
through was achieved. One company, 
Digisonix, currently sells active duct 
silencers, and the Digisonix product 
has already been on the market for 
several years. 
The second application is the noise 

cancelling head set which is currently 
sold by Bose, Sennheiser, David Clark, 
Telex, and Ncr (Noise Cancellation 
Technologies) and soon to be intro-
duced by AVMT (Active Noise and 
Vibration Technologies). Basically an 
alternative to passive ear protectors, 
the noise cancelling headphone is to 
be preferred to earplugs or ear muffs 
insofar as it can simultaneously used 
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"It's no longer necessary to sacrifice 
musical fidelity for vocal intelligibility." 

Kenton Forsythe, Vice President of Engineering, EAVV 

MH Series Engineered Sound Systems—part of a new series of tools for 
acoustical designers from the engineers of Eastern Acoustic Works. 

Effective pattern control:   
Consistent power response:   
High peak output. 
Predictable arrayability: 

60° or 90° horizontal by 40° vertical. 
+3 dB from 160 Hz to 19 kHz. 

 140 dB peak SPL—extremely low distortion. 
Trapezoidal cabinets match horn coverage angles. 

0
 n world tours and in permanent installations, 
for chart-topping rock bands and renowned 
symphonies, Virtual Array- Technology has set 

new standards of musical fidelity from New York to 
Tokyo. Now Kenton Forsythe has used VATM 
design principles to develop a new set of high-
performance tools for engineered sound systems. 
This new approach merges the predictability and 
intelligibility of constant directivity horns with the 
superior definition and output of VATM touring sys-
tems. It's a combination that has already turned 
several acoustical nghtmares into dream projects. 

Consistent pattern control is central to VA" design. 
The horn-loaded MH Series controls dispersion pre-
cisely in both horizontal and vertical dimensions, 
over a much wider frequency range than previous 
devices. Acoustic energy goes where you aim it, 
not onto reflective surfaces. Minimal cabinet inter-
action allows accurate, predictable arrayability. 

MH Series horn-loaded midbass cone drivers are 
the centerpiece of a true three-way design. Add 
EAVV low-frequency systems to build a high out-

put, low distortion system that handles everything 
from lectures to a full spectrum of music. 

Standard MH Series configurations solve the 
problems of typical engineered sound systems. 
For unusual applications, you can call on EAVV's 
advanced engineering and manufacturing capa-
bilities to ensure success. 

If you're always looking for better ways to solve dif-
ficult sound engineering problems, we invite you 
to apply for membersnip in the EAVV Acoustical 
Performance Partnership program. Or contact us 
for full information and specifications on the new 
MH Series. Either way, you sacrifice nothing— 
except, perhaps, a few preconceptions. 

2EAIIV 
EASTERN ACOUSTIC WORKS 

Eastern Acoustic Works, Inc. 
One Main Street, VVhitinsville, MA 01588 

(800) 992-5013 • (508) 234-6158 • Fax (508) 234-8251 
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for two-way communication, and be-
cause of its effectiveness in the region 
below 500 Hz, and its ability to be de-
signed to operate only at low frequen-
cies, thus allowing the user to hear 
conversation. Most of the noise cancel-
lation headsets currently on the mar-
ket are aimed at the aviation industry 
and have no direct relevance for sound 
contractors and music industry profes-
sionals yet. NCT, a relative newcomer 
in the business, does however make a 
model for use by MRI patients, coin-
cidentally the world's only true digital 
noise cancelling headset, and priced at 
a cool $25K. 
The third current application of 

noise cancellation technology is the 
suppression of room modes and early 
reflections in a control room environ-
ment. This application is currently rep-

resented in a single product, the AEC 
1000 processor by Cambridge Signal 
Technologies. 

Future applications promise to be 
much more comprehensive. Active 
cancellation systems could be used to 
silence whole rooms, thus eliminating 
the need for massive construction 
techniques in noise controlled environ-
ments. Furthermore, active noise can-
cellation devices don't care about 
flanking paths or air seals at doors and 
windows. In fact active noise control 
can be performed effectively in a com-
pletely open environment with no 
walls at all. One is almost reminded of 
the force field shields in old science 
fiction movies. 
Active noise control techniques can 

also be used to silence noisy machin-
ery at the source. Structure borne vi-

bration can be attacked as well as air-
borne noise, and in time active noise 
control enclosures may be common 
items on many types of motorized 
heavy equipment. Conceivably, the 
technology could even be used to 
squelch cabinet talk in loudspeakers 
or isolate microphone stands. 

Furthermore, the technique could 
be used to shape the acoustical envi-
ronment as well as just reducing un-
wanted background noise. Reflections 
off wall surfaces could be cancelled for 
improved intelligibility or for the effec-
tive alteration of loudspeaker directiv-
ity patterns. One could even envision 
a system that would cancel a sequence 
of reflections selectively so that the 
signature of the room was made to 
resemble a larger or smaller space. Or 
cancellation could be made frequency 

These walls have ears. 
The new PZM®-11 wallplate 
microphone from Crown 

The Crown PZM- 11 was developed for security and 

surveillance applications where audio-monitoring 

or recording is desired. Utilizing patented PZM 

technology, the microphone delivers exceptional 

signal - to - noise performance with the high sen-

sitivity of a condenser microphone. It's a snap to 

install, no more difficult than a household light 

switch, and its unobtrusive wallplate appearance 

blends in with the surroundings allowing for unde-

tected listening or recording. Best of all, the PZM-

11 is affordable and is backed by Crown's three-

year unconditional warranty. For additional infor-

mation, contact your regional representative or 

Crown directly at 1-12191294-8000. 

crown, 
1718 W. Mishawaka Road, Elkhart, IN 46517 
(219) 294-8000 
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dependent to tame excessively bright 
rooms. 

THE PROBLEMS 

If active noise cancellation is — as 
it appears — such a brilliantly simple 
means of dealing with noise in the 
environment, why has it been such a 
long time in coming? Why are we still 
hanging up foam? 

In the case of the noise cancelling 
headphone, which, except for the NCT 
example, uses fairly simple analog cir-
cuitry, the rather belated appearance 
of product is somewhat puzzling, but 
in the case of more ambitious schemes 
the answer is simple. In the real world, 
the cure posited by the active cancel-
lation approach — namely the noise 
cancelling loudspeaker or actuator — 
has always proven worse than the dis-

ease, at least until very recently. And 
this problem bears examination: 
On the most elementary theoretical 

level, noise cancellation is embarrass-
ingly simple. You mike the offending 
noise, phase reverse the mic signal, 
feed it to a loudspeaker, and zap the 
noise with destructive interference. 
What could be easier? 
But a little reflection on the matter 

will compel you to acknowledge sev-
eral very considerable difficulties in 
implementing the scheme. Loudspeak-
ers, it turns out, have two major liabili-
ties insofar as the active noise cancel-
lation engineer is concerned. 

First of all, their rise and settling 
times as well as the transit times 
through the loudspeaker's circuitry 
are relatively very slow. If the loud-
speaker is used to deal with a random 

or impulsive noise, the matter is al-
most hopeless at frequencies over 1 
kHz. The speaker simply can't respond 
fast enough to do any good. 
This first problem appears to be fun-

damental, and except in cases where 
the noise is of a known and determi-
nate character, it can't be overcome. 
For this reason active noise control as 
a practical solution tends to be con-
fined to the lower frequencies. 
The second problem is no less ob-

vious to the observant. Loudspeakers, 
for the most part, are omnidirectional 
in the lower frequencies, precisely the 
range where they are going to be used 
in an active noise control system. That 
means the system is going to feed 
back at the microphone — if a micro-
phone is used to sample the noise, 
which isn't always the case. 
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The real solutions to these problems 
awaited the development of cost effec-
tive DSP modules and the completion 
of a great deal of modelling and theo-
retical work by the principal research-
ers in the field. The problems proved 
highly resistant to easy solutions, but 
relatively early on researchers were 
able to outline a general strategy for 
DSP based noise cancellation. Basi-
cally the signal processor must gener-
ate an antiphase signal that works 
upon the noise that the system is in-
tended to suppress, and then it must 
process that antiphase signal such that 
changes in both the noise and the 
antinoise signal are predicted in the 
time the system takes to process and 
transmit the antinoise signal through 
the cancellation loudspeaker. Such 
processing is only feasible in the digi-
tal domain, and practically requires 
FFT analysis and adaptive filters. De-
veloping an effective processor was 
principally a matter of determining the 
correct filter function to utilize, al-
though that one task entailed years of 
investigation on the part of the hand-
ful of research teams attacking the 
problem in the seventies and early 
eighties. 
Several different algorithms have 

been devised for the purpose of noise 
cancellation, and a discussion of their 
respective merits and liabilities is too 
involved for inclusion here. Surely 
more will follow in the next few years. 
At the same time, two basic hardware 
approaches have been developed for 
producing an accurate antinoise sig-
nal. Both hardware implementations 
are designed to track changes in the 
waveforms of the noise over time, as 
well as distortions to the antinoise sig-
nal in the course of its passage 
through the system, but in the details 
of their respective operations, the two 
approaches diverge considerably. 
The first approach is only feasible 

with repetitive noise of a highly regu-
lar and determinate harmonic struc-
ture, such as engine noise. Engines, 
quite providentially, tend to emit very 

" -'I  
Input 

Microphone 
Controller Loudspeaker 

Error 
Microphone 

A schematic of Digisonix' Digiduct system. 

uniform patterns of noise regardless of 
engine speed or loading, and so a very 
accurate model of the noise can be 
programmed into the processor. A 
simple sensor such as a tachometer 
can register a key independent vari-
able on which all other variables will 
be dependent, and the shape of the 
noise can be predicted on the basis of 
just that single variable. Thus no mi-
crophone and no complex multichan-
nel processing need be employed to 
develop the anti-noise signal. All that 
is required besides the main sensor is 
a feedback microphone in the can-
cellation zone which will register off-
sets and provide the basis for final cor-
rection. This approach forms the basis 
for the design of electronic mufflers 
where loudspeakers cancel out the low 
frequency engine noise passing 
through the muffler, and the same 
approach has been found to work with 
certain kinds of ventilation systems 
where the fan produces a sine wave 
output rather than broadband noise. 
Random noise presents a much 

greater challenge both because the 
processor must perform significantly 
more analysis, and because the prob-
lem of feedback becomes critical. Es-
sentially a noise cancellation system 
addressing random noise must sample 
the noise with a microphone continu-
ously at one point in space, derive an 
appropriate antiphase signal from the 
microphone feed, and then produce 
the antinoise at another point in space 
whose distance is at least as far from 
the point where the noise is sensed as 
sound will travel in the time required 
for the generation of the antinoise. In 
essence correction takes place within 
a feedforward system. In addition, a 

second microphone will be required at 
the point of cancellation to register 
offsets and permit the generation of a 
second feedback correction signal. 
Because the loudspeaker output in-
evitably feeds back to the first micro-
phone, the setup introduces a prob-
lem not present in the first approach, 
and one not susceptible to any easy 
solution. 
As a practical consequence, random 

noise cancelling systems have to be 
able to analyze both the noise itself, 
and the output of the cancellation loud-
speaker. Now this may not seem like 
a terribly tall order, but if we look at 
the example of duct noise, which, com-
pared to some other noise sources, 
represents a reasonably distinct and 
predictable phenomenon occurring in 
a limited and well defined space, we 
begin to appreciate the magnitude of 
the problems which faced the pioneer-
ing researchers of a decade ago. 

First of all, due to the transit time 
through the total system — micro-
phone, signal processor, power ampli-
fier, and loudspeaker — several milli-
seconds are required for the noise 
cancellation system to generate a cor-
rective antinoise output. Even in the 
case of low frequency random noise, 
that's not nearly fast enough if sens-
ing and cancellation are going to oc-
cur at the same point. 
Of course in a duct you have one 

way of getting around the problem. 
Since the plane wave representing the 
noise is essentially confined to the 
duct for several feet or yards, you can 
position the cancellation loudspeaker 
at the mouth of the duct and cancel the 
noise wave just as it is emerging. As 
long as the path through the duct is at 
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THIS CONSOLE EXPECTS THE UNEXPECTED. 
BUT YOU EXPECTED THAT FROM US, DIDN'T YOU. 

Be prepared. That's something most of us learned 

when we were kids wearing uniforms. Using the MCO4II 

mixing console is a sure way to earn a lot more than a merit 

badge. Because it's been designed to handle just about any-

thing that comes its way (was that a sigh of relief we heard?). 

With two mix matrices for output routing flexibility, 

four-band EQ with two variable frequency mids, assign 

capabilities and an 80 Hz high pass filter, this mixing con-

sole will give an engineer more confidence than a professor 

teaching kindergarten. 

Available in 12-, 16-, 24-, and 32-channel models, the 

MCO4II gives you everything you want from a mixer: 

Flexibility. Sonic purity. Clear logical layout. Reliability. 

And many happy listeners. 

About those mix matrices—basically, they let you 

create two independent mixes from the group and stereo 

buses. Ready for some examples? Good. "I need a feed for 

broadcast and the show starts in 10 minutes!!!" "We can't 

hear the instrumentals in the foyer." 

No matter what, the MCO4II lets you handle all those 

day-to-day challenges without extra gear, excuses or sweat. 

For more information, call 1-800-937-7171 ext. 30C. 

Oh, the price. Let's just say this: To get a mixing 

console with everything the MCO4II has to offer, you'd 

expect to pay a great deal more. But 

you expected that from us, didn't you. YAMAHA' 
C) 1992 Yamaha Corporation of America, Professional Audio Products, P.O. Box 6600, Buena Park, California 90622-6600. (714)522-9011 
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least four feet, a system utilizing mod-
ern high speed processors will have 
time in which to work. 
By this simple tactic the irreducible 

lag in the system can be accommo-
dated, but several additional problems 
must still be overcome in order for the 
system to work reliably. 

First the behavior of the plane wave 
in propagating itself must be accu-
rately modelled. The initial character-
istics of the noise at the sampling mi-
crophone are apt to be modified as the 
wave propagates down the duct due to 
heat, turbulent effects, and the reso-
nant properties of the duct itself, and 
the processor needs to be able to pre-
dict what is going to happen en route. 
The best way of constructing such a 
model is to program an adaptive filter 
function into the DSP unit, and equip 
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the system with a second microphone 
near the cancellation loudspeaker. 

In addition, the noise sampling mi-
crophone must be able to reject the 
contribution of the loudspeaker and 
measure only the duct noise, and de-
signing such a feedback-proof system 
proved especially difficult. The first 
proposed solution to the feedback di-
lemma was to arrange a series of loud-
speakers in a phased array such that 
the loudspeaker cluster became highly 
directional, and so that less of the cor-
rection signal leaked back to the mi-
crophone. The idea was appealing in 
theory, but apart from the cost of us-
ing multiple transducers, the isolation 
afforded to the microphone was never 
sufficiently high to prevent feedback, 
since the microphone was still subject 
to structure borne feedback in the low 

nector 

16 
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frequencies. The real solution was 
much more complex, requiring a sec-
ond computer model which would 
fully characterize the output of the 
loudspeaker and subtract it from the 
data being analyzed in the processor. 
The same basic techniques for ran-

dom noise cancellation may be used in 
other fairly well defined, self-contained 
systems such as vibrating panels and 
walls, though even in the case of vibra-
tion damping, the complexity of the 
cancellation system required may ex-
ceed that for duct silencing by orders 
of magnitude. Typically real physical 
objects exhibit complex vibratory 
modes with many strong, localized 
resonances which must be sensed and 
addressed individually. That tends to 
require multichannel processing. 
The complexity will increase still 
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further if appreciable crosstalk exists 
between or among channels, or if ac-
tuator outputs create significant noise 
throughout the vibrating system. In 
such cases the multiple interacting 
variables can make terrific demands 
on the processor. 
But perhaps the knottiest problems 

lie in the area of whole room silencing, 
arguably the biggest challenge facing 
the active noise control industry today. 
In order to silence a room, obviously 
microphones must be distributed in 
many places in the room, as must can-
cellation loudspeakers. Unfortunately 
when many cancellation loudspeakers 
are used simultaneously, the noise 
problems in the system become nearly 
overwhelming. Unlike the case of a 
duct where the disturbance itself is-
sues primarily from the mouth of the 

duct, and the cancellation loud-
speaker's own output can be confined 
to the duct itself, in a whole room si-
lencing situation, hundreds or thou-
sands of cubic feet must be blanketed 
with antinoise, and the cancellation 
loudspeakers themselves become con-
tributors to the noise, since a cancel-
lation signal will only achieve a null 
within a limited space, and elsewhere 
in the room the wavetrain will beget 
all manner of reflections and ambient 
noise. As one wag in the industry put 
it, " It's like an octopus conducting a 
boxing match with itself." 
But can whole room silencing really 

be done at all? 
"We think it's years away, and that 

it may require parallel processing," 
relates Digisonix's marketing man-
ager, Stephen Weiss. Others are more 

sanguine, however. Both NCT and 
AVMT claim to have developed proto-
type systems which are purportedly 
capable of silencing the cabin of an 
airplane. The NCT system, which the 
company has described in some detail 
in a promotional video, actually creates 
multiple small zones of silence con-
fined to the spaces occupied by seated 
passengers, and may not fit the strict 
definition of whole room silencing, 
since outside of these nodal areas the 
cabin remains noisy. Of course it must 
be kept in mind that the noise in an 
aircraft cabin is repetitive in nature, 
and thus the antinoise output can be 
synthesized based on an internal 
model without the need of sampling 
the noise directly. That's a very differ-
ent situation from trying to silence a 
studio control room in an urban envi-
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SCHEMATIC - ACTIVE MUFFLER SYSTEM 

ronment replete with broad spectrum 
impulsive noises. 

IMPACT ON SOUND CONTRACTING 

Digisonix's duct silencing systems 
are already in use in an estimated 50 
recording studios throughout North 
America, and could be used in concert 
halls and theaters where HVAC noise 
is a problem, though at around $10K 
the system is very expensive. In the 
future, however, the cost of such 
equipment is likely to descend so that 
the contractor can begin to specify it 
for clients with tight budgets. 
Noise cancellation headsets have 

been sold for a number of years by 
Bose, Sennheiser, Telex, and David 
Clark. Existing product has relatively 
little application in the sound contract-
ing field, and is more aimed at the in-
dustrial noise control market. In the 
coming year that will change because 
Telex, AVMT and NCT all have plans 
for introducing headsets which will 
permit an engineer or musician to hear 

Noise cancelling headsets are manufactured 
by companies including Noise Cancellation 
Technologies, Inc. 
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A schematic of an active muffler system from Noise Cancellation Technologies. 

direct microphone feed while simulta-
neously cancelling out most of the 
ambient sound including the low fre-
quencies. In a recording or perform-
ing situation, the individual will be 
able to monitor at safe, moderate lev-
els at the ear canal while enjoying a 
high degree of protection from even 
very excessive sound pressure levels 
in the ambient field. 

Another product of more immediate 
application in the music and broadcast 
industries has been developed by 
Digisonix, but not yet offered for sale. 
The system maintains a zone of silence 
around open microphones and rejects 
ambient noise while passing speech 
sounds. Because of the high cost of 
the system compared to existing ana-
log devices for accomplishing the 
same thing, Digisonix has no immedi-
ate plans for marketing the system, 
though Digisonix's Steve Weiss claims 
performance exceeds that of any ana-
log competitor. 

In the further future are several in-
triguing devices from NCT. The com-
pany claims to have developed an 
antinoise window glazing with trans-
parent piezoelectric sensors and actua-
tors to resist diaphragmatic flexing at 
low frequencies. The company claims 
that similar devices could also be ap-
plied to wall panels, and that a room 
could be very effectively isolated from 
structure borne vibrations as well as 
outside noise, and one envisions con-
trol rooms using only active devices 
and dispensing with double wall con-

struction and other brute force passive 
construction techniques. 
Finally the use of active noise can-

cellation to alter modal and reflective 
patterns in a listening space appears to 
be immanent. The Sigtech device al-
luded to earlier is already on the mar-
ket, and Bowers & Wilkins, and 
Harman International are laboring to 
introduce similar devices. 
Beyond such obvious applications, 

speculation becomes difficult regard-
ing the ultimate impact of active noise 
cancellation in the professional sound 
environment. Amortization costs are 
high for this kind of technology, and 
such costs have tended to be borne by 
relatively small entrepreneurial com-
panies with an urgent need to recoup 
those costs. Their natural tendency is 
to market the new technology to heavy 
industry where noise control is of in-
creasing concern and the dollars are 
available to pay for extremely costly 
installations. A second major market is 
the automobile industry where passen-
ger cab quieting, active engine mounts, 
and electronic mufflers have aroused 
the interest of several major manufac-
turers. Studio and theater applications 
are most likely to be spin offs initially, 
and thus the introduction of such pow-
erful techniques will be slow. 

But, as with other emerging tech-
nologies, the savvy contractor will an-
ticipate actual product introductions 
and prepare his or her business to 
exploit the new technology and secure 
the competitive edge. 
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Back to 
Basics, 
Again 

Everything You Ever Wanted to Know About 
Loudspeakers Continued 

BY MIKE KLASCO 

1., his discussion may be a bit 
esoteric for a sound contract-
ing magazine, but considering 

the enormous reader response to the 
hard information on speakers in the 
last few issues, I think most readers 
will find this topic of equal interest. 
During the next few months, this 
space will explore new loudspeaker 
technology, from speaker voice coil 
materials and fabrication techniques, 
to new loudspeaker magnetic geom-
etries that will revolutionize pro audio 
speaker design this year. I promise a 
series of informative articles, and the 
reader will learn a good deal, not just 
about ferrofluids and voice coil mate-
rials or magnetic design techniques, 
but also about what really goes on in 
a speaker when it reproduces music. 

In recent months, I have been work-
ing with Ferrofluidics Corporation and 
have learned a great deal about the 
properties of ferrofluids. Since the 
words "fluid cooled" are now showing 
up in some speaker ads and specs, I 
thought our readers might be inter-
ested in some of what I've learned. 
Ferrofluids are microscopic coated 

magnetic particles suspended in a syn-

Mike Kiosco is the Technical Editor of 
Sound & Communications magazine. 

je-

A three-sequence shot of a bottle cell shows ferrofluids' responsiveness to a 

thetic lubricating oil. The primary 
function of ferrofluids is to quickly 
remove the heat from the speaker's 
voice coil to improve power handling. 
Secondary benefits are lower distor-
tion, improved transient response, en-
hanced voice coil centering and in-
creased stability of operation. 

Ferrofluidics Corporation was found-
ed in 1968 with a license from NASA 
to research the technical and market 
development of magnetic fluid tech-
nology. After a decade of research, 
the initial efforts to use ferrofluid in 
speakers concentrated on its use in 
tweeters during the late 1970s. Some 
of the most popular bookshelf speak-

magnetic field. 

ers of the time offered small 
size at the expense of efficiency. Pre-
viously, this meant that the listener 
traded off high sound levels for a com-
pact sized speaker enclosure. But in 
the late 1970s popular music de-
manded higher sound levels (espe-
cially in college dorms!) regardless of 
box size. Receivers were also going 
through a power output war, with each 
new crop offering more watts. In gen-
eral, the high output receivers of this 
time were not well behaved. The in-
creasing demands of the market 
forced design engineers to push tran-
sistor output stage SOA (safe-operat-
ing-area) margins very close to the 
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edge. Protection circuits often pro-
tected the amplifier at the expense of 
the speakers. Speaker manufacturers 
blamed the amplifier companies, while 
the amplifier companies blamed the 
speaker manufacturers' own inflated 
power ratings. The customer and 
dealer were caught in the middle. By 
1978 the problem had reached epi-
demic proportions, with one manufac-
turer repairing more burned out 
speakers weekly than they were build-
ing new! It became apparent that if 
adequate sound levels were to be 
achieved with low efficiency speakers, 
than speaker power handling had to 
increase. 
With this background, Ferrofluidics 

Corporation introduced magnetic fluid 
to the audio industry. Numerous 
speaker companies experimented with Components of a ferrofluid. 

Ross Systerns is a division of International 
P.O. Box 2344 ft. Worth 

Carefully designed to offer a 
large number of inputs in a 

qu sa package, the Ross Systems 

Minirnix es studio ality mll 
mixing capabilities within the price 

provid 

range e almost onY musician. has resulted 

Precision engineering  
in exceptional sonic and technical 
performance with careful attention 

to detail insuring total reliability. 

reamps 
lb studio gracle rnic p  ts 
switchable to line inpu 

• 4 Aux sends 
• 4 Stereo aux returns 
• 100 trim long throw faders 

• +48v phantom power 
• Pfl. headphone cue,-
• Channel muting 

RF4 
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the magic substance, but at first there 
were problems. Ferrofluidics Corpora-
tion employees were specialists in 
chemical science, while most speaker 
designers were mechanical and elec-
trical engineers. Design factors were 
not always communicated. Early ferro-
fluids interacted with glues, voice coil 
materials and other factors, resulting 
in production problems that trauma-
tized more than a few production en-
gineers. Still, the appeal of ferrofluid 
was strong enough for ongoing re-
search. Peak power handling im-
proved 2-4 times. Distortion, reso-
nances and transient response charac-
teristics all improved. 

In the late 1970s a number of tech-
nical papers were published about the 
application of ferrofluids to improve 
speaker performance. From the early 
1980s to the present, the application of 
ferrofluids to tweeters has become 
progressively more straightforward 
with a significant number of the popu-
lar hi-fi models using this enhance-
ment. To date, over 200 million speak-
ers have been treated with ferrofluid, 
with the present production rate of 40 
million treated speakers per year. 
Pro-audio speaker designers have 

always been desperate for any possible 
way to improve power handling. But 
early attempts to use ferrofluids in 
high power speakers were not always 
successful. For example, the tempera-
ture capacity of the fluid was limited 
for long-term operation to only 200 
degrees F until only a few years ago. 
This was less than the temperature 
capacity of the bobbin and voice coil 
materials. In early designs, if the 
speaker was overdriven, the ferrofluid 
would boil and congeal. (Current au-
dio grade ferrofluids from Ferro 
fluidics Corporation can operate reli-
ably at 400 degrees F, the same tem-
perature conditions that equal or ex-
ceed the wire insulation limits.) 
Another limitation was the high vis-

cosity of the early ferrofluids. High 
viscosity fluid helps damp resonance 
and dramatically reduces distortion, 
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Ferrofluid 
is applied to the 

voice coil of a 
woofer using a 

syringe. The 
fluid is drawn to 

the gap due to 
magnetic force 

and then 
distributes itself 
around the gap. 

and is especially useful in quality mid-
range drivers. But when used in woof-
ers or compression drivers, too much 
sensitivity is lost. Viscosity once 
ranged from about 1000 centipose to 
10,000 centipose, but today typical vis-
cosities range from a few hundred, 
down to below 25 centipose (for head-
phone elements). With- such low vis-
cosity there is no change in the 
speaker sensitivity in its useful oper-
ating range. 
Community has used ferrofluids suc-

cessfully both in its compression driv-
ers and woofers for years. Meyer 
Sound and Apogee Sound both use 
ferrofluids in compression drivers with 
reliability greatly exceeding the indus-
try levels for the same drivers (that do 
not use ferrofluids). About three years 
ago Apogee pioneered the application 
of ferrofluids in subwoofers, and this 
enhancement has also contributed to 
their high level of reliability. With 
the introduction of application-specific 
ferrofluids for woofers and for com-
pression drivers, along with detailed 
design support programs for these 
types of transducers, many more pro-
sound speaker manufacturers have 
engineered ferrofluids into their de-
signs (expect to see many of these in-
troduced at the NSCA). 

SPEAKER CONSTRUCTION 

To understand why ferrofluids im-
prove speaker operation you must first 
have a clear understanding of a 
speaker's construction. Basically, a 
dome tweeter consists of a magnetic 
system and a dome diaphragm at-
tached to a voice coil. (See Figure 1.) 
The magnetic system is comprised 

of a ceramic ring magnet (a "donut"), 
sandwiched between a steel backplate 
and a frontplate..A steel rod is located 
down the center of the ring magnet 
and is attached to the backplate. The 
magnetic force radiates from the ring 
magnet, travels through the steel 
backplate, into the pole piece and 
"pushes through" or jumps the gap 
between the pole piece and the top 
plate. This completes the "circuit." 
Magnetic circuits are similar to a flash-
light circuit where the battery wire 
carries the voltage through a wire and 
then pushes through the bulb filament 
to the wire hooked up to the other end 
of the battery. 
Back to our tweeter. The dome dia-

phragm of the tweeter is where the 
sound is radiated. The dome is at-
tached to a split tube, known as the 
bobbin, which has a coil of wire glued 
to its outside. The bobbin and voice 
coil are centered in the magnetic field 
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W e see your home as more than 
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gap by a suspension on the outside of 
the dome. The two ends of the coil are 
connected to the terminals on the 
tweeter and wired to the crossover 
network inside the speaker enclosure. 
The inputs of the crossover network 
are the terminals you see on the back 
of your speaker box. When an ampli-

Magnetic circuits 
are similar to a 
flashlight circuit 
where the battery 
wire carries the 
voltage through a 
wire and then 
pushes through the 
bulb filament to the 
wire hooked up to 
the other end of the 
battery 

fier sends an audio signal through the 
wires, the speaker receives a signal 
that has an alternating current follow-
ing the pattern of the music signal. 
The signal causes the coil to vibrate in 
a pattern analogous to the electrical 
signal. As the voice coil is attached to 
the dome, the compliantly suspended 
diaphragm moves to the music, and 
sound is reproduced. So now you are 
a speaker engineer. 

VOICE COIL HEATING AND 
POWER COMPRESSION 

Unfortunately, there are some prob-
lems. Like a light bulb, the main prod-
uct of a speaker is heat, with the in-
tended purpose (sound) only a second-
ary side effect. If 100 watts are sent 
into the tweeter, roughly 1 watt is 
acoustic output, with the remaining 
99 watts being wasted heat. Heat is 
the enemy of speakers. In the case of 
the common light bulb, 98-99 percent 
of its output is heat, with the remain-
ing percentage being light. 
As the voice coil heats up, the 

speaker's characteristics begin to 

Figure 1 

change. The voice coil expands with 
heat, but the top plate does not. The 
clearances between the outside of the 
coil and the inside of the top plate get 
closer until the coil scrapes against the 
top plate. Initially this causes a buzz-
ing sound, but if high output operation 
continues; then the coil may become 
permanently deformed and the rub-
bing will continue until the voice coil 
insulation is scraped and the speaker 
fails. 
Far more insidious is power com-

pression. As the coil heats up, its re-
sistance also increases. If the imped-
ance is 8 ohms when cold, then at high 
output it is not uncommon for the 
speaker's impedance to double when 
it heats up. Of course, when the 
speaker cools down, again the imped-
ance drops back to the original rating. 
The problem with this phenomenon 
(power compression) is that the 
speaker's sensitivity and frequency 
response change with level and time, 
usually with the top end response suf-
fering the greatest attenuation. Even 
more serious is the interaction with 
the crossover network. Crossover net-
work component values are painstak-
ingly selected and the capacitors and 
inductors carefully measured for pre-
cision and repeatable response. But as 
the speaker's impedance can double 
when it heats up, the crossover point 
can shift almost an octave! 

In a speaker that does not use 
ferrofluid, air is sucked through the 
voice-coil gap as the cone or dia-
phragm moves. If the air velocity is too 
high, then a whistling noise, or other 
form of modulation distortion, is cre-
ated. This modulation noise masks the 

nuances of the music and is one of the 
factors that separate a high definition 
speaker from a mediocre speaker. 
Ferrofluid works to seal the voice coil 
gap preventing whistling noises. 

Ferrofluid also acts as a liquid bear-
ing, suppressing the rocking motion of 
the voice coil and diaphragm. This 
helps avoid buzzes and scraps from 
the coil touching the pole piece or top 

The magnetic 
system acts like a 
large heat sink. 

plate, as well as to reduce leadout wire 
failures. Torsional bobbin resonances 
are also damped which otherwise 
would be transferred to the diaphragm. 
Torsional effects can be caused by 
imbalances created by the coil leadout 
wires, rocking of the suspension, and 
other mechanical instabilities in the 
speaker. Dampening these resonances 
reduces harmonic distortion. 
The sealing and liquid bearing ef-

fects are significant attributes of ferro-
fluid. Applications where ferrofluids 
are also used include exclusion seals 
in almost all computer hard disk drives 
and fluid film bearings in precision 
scientific instruments. Still another ap-
plication is in viscous inertia dampers 
to reduce settling time and torsional 
vibrations in robotics, plotters and 
printers. Of course faster settling time 
(faster transient response) and sup-
pressed bobbin torsional resonances 
are also benefits for loudspeakers. 

HOW DOES IT WORK? 

Ferrofluid is located in the speaker's 
gap. Ferrofluid has a much lower ther-
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mal resistance than air. Therefore, 
the heat is able to be pulled off the 
voice coil through the ferrofluid and 
transferred to the magnetic system 
much faster than through the air in 
the gap. The magnetic system acts like 
a large heat sink. Think of the 
ferrofluid as a high quality cable, and 
the air as a thin narrow gauge cable. 
The thermal efficiency of ferrofluid is 
four times better than air in transfer-
ring heat from the coil to the magnetic 
system. 
Why does ferrofluid stay in the 

speaker's voice coil gap? Ferrofluid is 
a fluid that has magnetic properties. 
The speaker's gap has an intense 
magnetic field. The ferrofluid is held 
in the gap by the magnetic field. Still, 
careful design is required by the 
speaker manufacturer to insure that 

the ferrofluid is not forced out of 
the gap by trapped air cavities behind 
the dome (or diaphragm). This had 
been an early problem, with fluid 
splashing out during large excursions. 
Air that would have been trapped 
behind the dust cap (or tweeter dome) 
would be forced through the gap 
during backward strokes. Proper vent-
ing techniques have been developed. 
(Ferro-fluidics Corporation provides 
a testing service for all speaker manu-
facturers to insure stable operation.) 

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS 

As we discussed earlier, the most 
recently introduced woofers used in pro 
audio have begun to use ferrofluids. 
Venting of trapped air behind the dust 
cap cavity, between the magnet and 
the pole piece, and behind the spider 

is preferred. Although these tech-
niques are not complex, they are new 
to many speaker engineers and require 
manufacturing changes in tooling. Yet 
the benefits for woofers are even more 
dramatic than for tweeters, especially 
in preventing coil rubs during large e 
xcursions, such as with the new Aura 
magnetic technology. (But that is the 
subject for another article in this se-
ries.) 
Perhaps the next time you see "fluid 

cooled" in a speaker ad you will not 
discount it as techno-babble, but rec-
ognize some of the real benefits in 
power handling, improved transient 
response and lower distortion that 
ferrofluids provide. 

In the next installment, our "Parts Is 
Parts" speaker series will examine 
high performance voice coils. 

SOUNDSPHERE SPEAKERS LOOK & SOUND 
CHOSEN BY CUB FOODS STORE CHAIN 

While Soundsphere Loudspeakers have been utilized in Cub Foods stores 

in Eden Prairie, Cottage Grove, Bloomington and Plymouth, Minnesota, the 

most recent installation has been at the newest 120,000 sq.ft. store in Apple 

Valley. Twenty-five Soundsphere # 110A speakers with transformers tapped 

at 75 watts were installed to gain quality music and voice page. 

Craig Streich, the Store Manager, takes advantage of the music quality and 

added efficiency of clear voice page when reassigning workers to various 

tasks in the expansive store. 

Scott Miller, Manager of Pro Sound at Muzak of Minneapolis, notes that the 

Cub Foods executives selected parchment-colored # 110 Soundspheres to 

meld with the ceiling color and felt that the shape and color were highly 

compatible with the contemporary interior design esthetic. 

Write or call direct for further information. 

SOUNDSPHERE A PRODUCT OF SONIC SYSTEMS, INC. 
737 Canal Street • Bldg 23B • Stamford, CT 06902. USA • Tel (203) 356-1136 
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UHF'S time has come. 
With the introduction of the 
Samson UHF* Series, we 
thought it might be helpful to 
provide you with new informa-
tion about this technology 

1. UHF gets better recep-
tion. Yes it does, in the sense 
that UHF operates at the 
higher frequençy range of 
902-952 MHz. There is a lot 
less traffic up in that band-
width. And, more importantly, 
less RF interference and noise. 

2. New UHF technology 
has recently been 
made available. For the 
UHF Series, Samson put four 
of our finest wireless engineers° 
on the case. Using up-to-date 
developments like Di-Electric 
filters, Gas-Fet and new cellular 
technologies, they were able to 
bring UHF up to a higher level 
of performance. 

3. UHF sounds better. 
A dangerous generalization 
perhaps, but it does have wider 
RF dynamic range. And because 
we're the first to use dbxf 
Noise Reduction in UHF, the 
resulting audio quality is even 
more impressive. 

4. More frequencies are 
available. Samson offers 
seven UHF frequencies that 
can be used simultaneously. If 
you're already running a lot of 
‘iliF on stage, you can place 
our UHF frequencies on top of 
these without any interference. 

EIGHT 
THINGS 

OU 
ID 

ABOUT 
UHF 

WIRELESS. 

5. Samson UHF offers 
more microphone options. 
The all brass U H-4 hand-held 
transmitter is available with an 
incredibly wide variety of the 
industry's most popular mic ele-
ments. The streamlined UT-4 
belt pack transmitter comes 
equipped with a broad range of 
high quality lavalier micro-
phone capsules. 

6. Samson UHF antennas 
set new standards. 
Custom made so they are 
acutely sensitive to our band-
width, Samson's high efficiency 
cellular antennas can be either 
front or rear-mounted. Because 
they are positioned at a 45° 
angle to the front panel, several 
UHF systems can be cascade-
mounted in a single rack with 
all antennas in the clear. 

7. UHF is more expensive. 
Until now. Because of robotics 
assembly techniques and 
surface-mount technology, 
Samson was able to make UHF 
a realistically priced option for a 
whole new class of users. 

8. Write for a free Samson 
UHF White Paper. Find out 
more about UHF and one com-
pany's approach to this exciting 
technology A higher method 
that promises clearer reception 
for everyone in the wireless 
future. 

SAMSON® 
WE ARE THE WIRELESS FUTURE® 

Samson Technologies Corp. PO. Box 9068, Hicksville, 
NY 11802-9068 (516) 932-3810 FAX (516) 932-3815 
01990 SAMSON TECHNOLOGIES CORP. 

Incase you were reading to fast, we wanted to remind you that this ad is about UHE not VHF wireless. CAs long as you are reading our ad this closely we thought we'd tell you who they are, 
Yukinaga Koike, Doug Bryant, Takao Horiuchi, Susumu Tamura. tdbx is a registered trademark of Carillon Industries. 
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NEWS FROM AROUND THE INDUSTRY 

Refurbished Coca-Cola; 
Increased Commitment to Contractors 

RMA Refurbishes 
Coca-Cola Auditorium 
A renovation of the audio sys-

tem in Coca-Cola's 500-seat USA 
Auditorium has been completed 
by Ron Montgomery and Associ-
ates of Atlanta. The focal point of 
the system is the 32:8:2 DDA "Q" 
Series audio console. For local 
reinforcement the DDA Q drives 
a nine-way Surround System via 
Tannoy Studio Monitors and OAP 
subwoofers. Additionally, the 
DDA console is used to feed sig-
nals to a multi-language transla-
tion system, a video production 
studio and various interface pan-
els. Intelligibility and zoning of 
the completed system is main-
tained through the use of Klark-
Teknik digital delays and equaliz-
ers. Carver, ClearCom, Shure, 
Symetrix and Tascam products, 
along with Canare cable were 
used throughout the project. 
RMA is now beginning renovation 
of the video and projection sys-
tems, for which designs have 
been approved. 

JBL Announces Increased 
Commitment to 
Contracting 
JBL Professional has issued a 

press release announcing in-
creased "commitment to the con-
tracting market." According to 
the press release, since its forma-
tion over a year ago, the JBL Sys-
tems Group, under the direction 
of Gary Hardesty, has worked 
with consultants and independent 
contractors regarding the imple-
mentation of completed JBL 
sound systems for all types of re-
inforcement applications. Gary 
Hardesty is quoted as saying, 
"The Systems Group has the re-
sources to respond to the re-
quests that often begin before a 
job is specified and continue 
through to job completion." Ac-
cording to the release once a fa-
cility has chosen a consultant and 
subsequently a dealer, the JBL 
Systems Group supports both 

dealer and consultant in the use, 
application and delivery of JBL 
products in the job. 

Desktop Editor Line 
from Paltex 

Paltex International has intro-
duced EDDiSX, a self-contained 
A/B-roll Desktop Video Editor. 
According to Roger L. Bailey, 
chairman and managing director 
of the company, "EDDiSX com-
bines the utility of a dedicated 
editing system with the power of 
a PC and the simplicity of a Win-
dows-based graphical user inter-
face." In addition to A/B-roll VTR 
and serial video switcher control, 
EDDiSX features direct serial 
control of the NewTek Video 
Toaster and Panasonic WJ-MX50; 
999-line EDL memory with edit 
list management and EDL Ripple; 
EDL Import and Export; Anima-
tion and Auto-Assembly modes; 
integral 40 Mb fixed and 3.5-inch 
floppy disk drives; and the ability 
to run other Windows and DOS-
based software. 
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Spatializer on Batman 
Spatializer, the 3-D audio pro-

cessor introduced at AES in Oc-
tober, was used in an episode of 
Batman on the Fox network. The 
episode, which featured a com-

Tom Maydeck (Spatializer is 
console, foreground) 

the on 

puter-created world of virtual re-
ality, used the joystick-controlled 
Spatializer model. Prototype 
Spatializer technology has been 
used by Tom Maydeck's Mon-
terey Post for the pat three years 
for the music scores in Warner 
Bros.' "Tiny Toon Adventures," 
"Tazmania" and "Batman: The 
Animated Series." Maydeck said, 
"We move character voices so 
that they sound as if they come 
from offscreen." Spatial-izer is a 
real-time processor that allows 
the placement and movement of 
individual sounds in three-dimen-
sional space. It uses standard 
stereo playback. The finished 

product is mono- and surround 
sound compatible and requires no 
decoding. 

Apogee and Cello Collaborate 
Apogee Electronics Corp. and 

audio equipment manufacturer 
Cello, Ltd. have announced plans 
to manufacture special versions of 
Apogee DIA and AID converters 
for introduction into Cello's mu-
sic systems. The converters and 
corresponding power supply, to 
be released as the "Series 8" line, 
will be targeted to high end resi-
dential listeners. Apogee will in-
corporate Cello-specified analog 
circuitry, three-pin Fisher connec-
tors, and a front plate bearing the 
name Cello Music and Film Sys-

tems in the "Series 8" units. 
Among the features of the units 
will be a low jitter clock that en-
ables both Toslink and coaxial 
inputs to "outperform other avail-
able components with AT&T 
glass connections," according to 
the company. According to Apo-
gee, Mark Levinson, the audio de-
signer and president of Cello, be-
came interested in Apogee after 
noticing that many of Cello's pro-
fessional clients used Apogee 
converters in their studios. The 
Series 8 converters will list for $4,500 
each with the power supply $1,000. 

Standards Available 
An expanded 120-page catalog 

of all standards, specifications and 
other publications of the Elec-
tronic Industries Association 
(EIA) and its affiliated groups and 
divisions has been published and 
is available without charge from 
Global Engineering Documents of 
Irvine, California. The new EIA 
catalog includes publications of 
the Telecommunications Industry 
Association, the Joint Electron 
Device Engineering Council, the 
EIA Tube Engineering Advisory 
Panel, and other EIA segments. It 
also includes joint standards de-
veloped in collaboration with IPC, 
ANSI, and NEMA. Over 1,000 
items are listed. Global's phone 
number is 800-854-7179. 
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Vidfilm Installs VHS 
Duplications 

Vidfilm, the post production fa-
cility in Glendale, California, has 
purchased a pre-fabricated turn-
key Sony Select System for real 
time VHS tape duplication. Sony's 
Systems Integration Division sup-
plied the system. Twelve racks of 
VHS duplication equipment were 
pre-assembled in Sony's Sunny-
vale, California facility prior to the 
system's installation. The system 
consists of 96 SVO-960 VHS Hi-Fi 
duplicators, controlled by Sony's 
SVRM-960 bidirectional remote 
control unit. Ray Mitchell, direc-
tor of engineering at Vidfilm, said 
that the new system has im-
proved the facility's productivity. 
"We can now receive orders for 
100 to 1,000 VHS cassettes and 
fulfill them in one or two days," 
he said. 

Loomis Opens New Sales 
Office 
Crestron Electronics has an-

nounced that Loomis & Asso-
ciates has opened a new sales of-
fice in Denver, headed by Claude 
Kleiman. According to Crestron, 
this expansion will "offer better 
support for Colorado, Utah, 
Wyoming, eastern Montana, east-

ern Idaho, Texas (El Paso Coun-
try) and New Mexico." 

Portuguese Distributor 
Named 
Apogee Electronics Corp. has 

appointed Valentim de Carvalho 
CI SA as exclusive distributor of 
its product line in Portugal. Apo-
gee has also recently designated 
new representatives in Australia, 
Belgium, Denmark, Israel, Japan, 
Mexico, New Zealand, and 
Switzerland. Within a few weeks 
of taking on the Apogee line, 
Valentim sold 40 Apogee dig-
ital audio converters to Televisao 
Independente, a private TV sta-
tion which will use the converters 
on the inputs and outputs of a 
Pro-Bel Series digital audio rout-
ing switcher. 

CEDIA Plans 
Expansion 
Chris Stevens, newly elected 

president of the Custom Elec-
tronic Design & Installation 
Association (CEDIA) has stated 
his desire to see CEDIA expand 
its membership and its hori-
zons. "The recently named Sys-
tems Integration Council is a step 
in that direction," he said. "Cus-
tom installers must be capable of 
handling all kinds of electronic 
systems in the future. We have 
emphasized audio/video systems, 
but there are others which can 
and should be considered as ele-
ments of a total, unified, house 
systems." Security, lighting, 
HVAC, and telecommunications 
are elements viewed as part of an 
integrated electronics approach. 
As the association's third presi-
dent, Stevens sees some differ-
ences, but not a great contrast in 
his leadership from that of Tom 
Doherty, who preceded him. 
The recent CEDIA conference 
in Dallas was the association's 
"largest and most successful con-
ference." Dallas is booked for 
the 1993 conference also. In addi-
tion, Stevens suggests the possi-
bility of regional seminars. 

New Toaster Desk 
The Winsted Corporation has 

introduced a "Toaster Desk" de-
signed for desktop editing. The 
black desk is an integrated work-
station with three equipment 
shelves adjustable in one-inch in-
crements. A recessed monitor 
well and extra deep back panel 
which includes two wire man-
agement trays are among the fea-
tures. Casters and leg levelers 
are included. Winsted says the 
new unit will "accommodate 
all major brands of editing 
systems." 

Satcoms on Silver Screen 
Magnavox has announced that 

its portable satellite terminal, the 
MagnaPhone, appears in "Under 
Siege," the movie released by 
Warner Brothers in which co-pro-
ducer Steven Seagal stars. The 
MagnaPhone "provides the hero's 
only link with the outside world 
and plays a critical role in prevent-
ing nuclear disaster." Neil Saldin, 
vice president and general man-
ager of Magnavox/Nav-Com, 
said, "Although the movie is fic-
tion, it does fairly represent the 

real-world capabilities of the 
MagnaPhone." The MagnaPhone 
is a suitcase-sized Inmarsat-A sat-
ellite terminal that provides real-
time telephone, data, fax and 
telex communications. It weighs 
under 50 pounds and can travel 
as airline luggage. It can be used 
to send studio-quality audio, pho-
tographic images and com-
pressed video at data speeds up 
to 64,000 bits per second. 

Steven Seagal using the MagnaPhone on 
the set of "Under Siege." 
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Boston Acoustics Listed 
by Forbes 
Boston Acoustics has, for the 

sixth straight year, been listed in 
Forbes Magazine's annual list of 
the "200 Best Small Companies in 
America." To compile the list, 
Forbes considered more than 
4,400 companies nationwide with 
annual sales between $5 million 
and $350 million. Firms were 
ranked according to their five-
year average return on equity. 
Boston Acoustics is number 62 on 
the list; the company's return on 
equity has averaged 21.8 percent 
over the last five years. The five-
year earnings-per-share growth 
rate of the company's stock, 
which is traded on NASDAQ, has 
been 25 percent, Forbes reported. 
The debt-to-equity ratio is zero. 
Frank Reed and Andy Petite 

founded Boston Acoustics in 1979 
to build high fidelity loudspeak-
ers for home and automotive use. 
Reed, chairman and CEO of the 
company, said, "Acceptance by 
key retailers has been crucial to 
Boston Acoustics' growth in both 
good economic times and bad." 

Router Modules Released 
Leitch Incorporated has an-

nounced the "impending release" 
of a series of 143 to 270 Mbs se-
rial digital router modules for the 
company's Hedco X-plus Router 
Series. The Video Serial Router 
modules operate in DI, D2 and 
D3 formats for both NTSC and 
PAL. All modules, including the 
16 x 1 matrix, offer equalization 
and re-clocking. The 16 x 16, 8 x 
16, and 8 x 8 matrices may also be 
standards-independent, and the 8 

x 8 matrix offers dual outputs. All 
modules will be available for shipping 
in the first quarter of this year. 

Michigan Tech Uses 
Crown IQ 
The Ice Arena on the campus 

of Michigan Technological Uni-
versity has a new audio system 
equipped with Crown IQ System 
2000 computer control software. 
Installation and design of the au-
dio system was performed by 
Mavri, Inc., Jenison, Michigan. 
Larry Walburg of Media Design 
Consultants, Byron Center, 
Michigan, was commissioned by 
Mavri to provide independent sys-

tem mapping and proving. IQ soft-
ware for both Macintosh and PC 
is employed, lined to the arena's 
Crown Com-Tech amplifiers via 
Crown IQ-P.I.P. cards. The IQ 
System performs in conjunction 
with a TOA SAORI system that 
allows for setting of equalizers, 
time delays and notch filters. Max 
Krueger, project engineer for 
Mavri, said, "We are currently 
using eight presets so the audio 
system can be configured at the 
touch of a button for events rang-
ing from hockey games to general 
skating to commencement exer-
cises. The IQ System was very 
necessary for this installation." 

For High Quality Affordable 
Intercommunication 

Systems 
• Home 

• Apartment 

• Office 

• Health Care Needs 

Call or Write To: 
TekTone Sound & Signal Mfg. 
1331 S. Killian Drive 
Lake Park, Florida 33403 
Phone (407) 844-2383 FAX (407)845-1587 
Order Toll Free: (800) 327-8466 

TekTone (1) North Carolina 
27 Industrial Park Drive 

Franklin, N.C. 28734 
Phone: (704)524-9967 Fax: (704) 524-9968 
Outside NC order toll tree: (800) 448-1811 

TekTone 09 Canada 
4190 Fairview St., Unit B-8 
Burlington, Ontario, Canada L7L-4Y8 
Phone: (416) 333-0051 Fax: (416) 333-0599 

THE INS & OUTS 
ROLLS Iras 3 new rack units the 
RA62HA headphone amplifier, 
RM81 and RM83 mixers. The 
RA62RH will power 6 pairs of 
headphones with six 1/4" 
headphone outputs, 1/4" stereo 
input on the front, right and left 
1/4" inputs on the rear, and 6 
bypass jacks. The front panel 
controls 

RA62HA Features 
• 6 Headphone outputs with level 
controls 
• Up to one watt output per jack 
• Stereo/Mono switch and Pan 
control 
• DC to 30KIHz response for 
accurate sound 

ROLLS R11181 MOM( Features 

• Aux/Buss INs and pre-fade OUTs 

include 6 VOLUME, and 1 PAN 
controls, MONO/STEREO and 
power switches. The RM81 is an 8 
ch mike/line mixer with phantom 
power. The controls include 8 
VOLUME, 8 TONE and MASTER 
VOLUME controls. The RM83 is a 
basic stereo mixer with all 1/4" 
ins and outs 

•8 XLR mike inputs and phantom 
power switches 
•8 1/4" jacks that can be 
jumpered to either line in or line 
outs 
• Wide range tone controls on each 
channel 

ROLLS RM83 MIXMAX 2 
Features 
III 8 stereo inputs and RCA bridging 
jacks, stereo outputs 

The controls are 8 VOLUME and 
MASTER VOLUME. There is a 
channel muting feature for 
remote muting of any or all 
channels. The RCA jacks can 
bridge several RM8ls or RM83s 
together. All this at a cost of $200, 
$290, and $290. 

• Standard 19" X 1.75" EIA rack 
chassis 
• 8 mute pins for remote muting of 
any or all channels 

-MOLLS • 
• 
ROLLS CORPORATION 
6995 South 400 West 
Midvale, UT 84047 
801-562-5628 

Fax 801-562-5655 

Circle 287 on Reader Response Card 
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DCC Tape Delivered 
BASF became the first blank 

tape supplier to ship Digital Com-
pact Cassette (DCC) tapes when 
it delivered initial samples and in-
store displays to Tower Records 
in Chatsworth, California. Tower 
Records will feature the BASF 
product at its stores nationwide. 

In other news, BASF contrib-
uted blank chrome tape in pan-
cake form for the "Sampler for 
AIDS Relier album introduced by 
San Francisco FM radio station 
KKSF and duplicated by Music 
Annex. All sales from the pro 
bono project go to AIDS educa-
tion and prevention, coupled with 
services for those with HIV and 
AIDS. The samplers are sold at 
major record chains including 
Tower and Wherehouse, as well 
as by mail order directly from the 
station. Featured artists on the 
Sampler 3 album include Sting, 
AI Jarreau, Bonnie Raitt, Dave 
Stewart, Bob James, David 
Sanborn, Dave Grusin, Lee 
Ritenour and others. Royalties 
were waived for the benefit 
project. Terry O'Kelly, BASF Di-
rector of Professional Sales, 
said, "When we heard that Music 
Annex was donating its duplica-
tion services and Michelex was 
providing C-zeros, BASF quickly 
decided to join this worthwhile 
project." All net proceeds, a mini-
mum of $3.50 per cassette, are 
contributed to the San Francisco 
AIDS Foundation. 

"Mega-Amphitheatre" 
in Design 

Jaffe Holden Scarbrough Acou-
stics has announced that it is cur-
rently working on a new "mega-
amphitheatre" in San Bernardino, 
California that will seat up to 
80,000 people. Completed proj-
ects include the Cynthia Mitchell 
Pavilion in Woodlands, Texas; the 
Blockbuster Desert Sky Pavilion 
in Phoenix; the Blockbuster Char-
lotte Pavilion in North Carolina; 
the Starwood Pavilion in Nash-
ville; and Starplex Music Pavilion 
in Dallas. 

Left to right: Steve Nikkei, Tower Records; Christiane Rohde, BASF Merchandising 
Manager; Andrew DaPuzzo, BASF Director of National Sales. 

Classic Tube Microphone 
Georg Neumann GmbH has an-

nounced the production of a small 
number of the classic U67 tube 
microphone. The microphone will 
be identical to the original U67 in 
that it will have the same EF 86 
tube, capsule and transformer. 
The package will include the mi-
crophone, power supply, suspen-
sion, cable and rosewood box. 

In addition, Neumann has an-
nounced availability in May 1993 
of a new version of the TLM 170 
microphone. The new TLM 170-
R will have the option of remote 
selection of the polar patterns via 
a separate power supply/control-
ler N-48 R-2. The remote control-

lability will be accomplished via 
standard, three-conductor XLR 
type cabling. 

Pioneer Laser Exhibits at 
Hotel Show 
Pioneer Laser Entertainment 

exhibited laser disc entertainment 
hardware and software, with spe-
cial emphasis on how hospitality 
industry locations can profit from 
"applying the new technology on-
site" during the Hotel/Motel & 
Restaurant Show in New York. 
Among the demonstrations were 
LaserKaraoke and a new profes-
sional line of LaserKaraoke sound 
equipment; the automated 50-disc 
combination laser disc, CD and 
CDV changer; the 300-disc CD 
autochanger; and music videos 
available on laser disc by sub-
scription service. Bud Barnes, di-
rector of marketing for PLE, said 

the units "are designed to stand 
alone or work as complementary 
components and with a location's 
existing audio/video system, so 
the applications are really limit-
less." Among the venues using 
Pioneer equipment recently are 
New York's Hard Rock Cafe 
which has the 300-disc CD 
autochanger interfaced with a 
touch screen computer. Pioneer 
reports that P.F. Flyers Restau-
rant in Cleveland has tripled their 
weekend business with laser 
Karaoke and "creative promo-
tions." And at the Cheers Bar in 
the Detroit Marriott, highly mo-
bile Turn-Key Systems are being 
used which can be moved to 
other locations in the hotel or off-
site. Barnes added, "We see great 
potential for this entertainment as 
a sales tool for meeting managers 
when marketing their properties 
to meetings and convention 
groups." 
There are four turnkey or TKS 

systems in the Pioneer line. The 
TKS-50 features a 50-disc auto-
changer. The LC-V200 unit play-
ers all laser entertainment for-
mats and has two built-in playing 
heads for zero wait-time between 
songs, and a computer control in-
terface. It can hold up to eight 
advertising messages. 

Pioneer has also introduced the 
ProKaraoke Systems, a line of 
speakers, amplifiers and sub-
woofers for sound professionals. 
ProKaraoke is EIA-spec rack 
mountable; speakers have high 
impact cabinets, additional driv-
ers, circuit protection devices and 
multiple terminal connections. 

Pioneer 300-CD 
autochanger. 
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This Is Just 
A Convention Like 

Woodstock 
Was Just A Concert. 

If you're involved in multimedia or 

broadcasting in any way don't miss the NAB 

MultiMedia World Conference and Exhibition in 

Las Vegas, April 19-22, 1993. 

No other convention brings together the multi-

media world's key decisionmakers—those who 

create the content, those who deliver the content 

and those who provide the technology In short, 

evetyone who's anyone in multimedia will be at 

NAB MultiMedia World. So how could you not be? 

In 1993, NAB MultiMedia World introduces the 

latest components and systems from the world of 

multimedia into the NAB Convention—the most 

important international forum for audia 

video and broadcasting. 

NAB MultiMedia World is co-sponsored 

by the Interactive Multimedia Association 

(IMA), the most significant collection of 

companies devoted to the creation, innovation 

and enhancement of multimedia solutions. 

We'll feature the world's most respected 

experts in hands-on product demonstrations, 

debates and discussions to enlighten and 

inform you. At NAB MultiMedia World, you'll 

also have full access to all NAB '93 

conferences and exhibitions. 

So come to your multimedia senses. 

Register today for the only convention that 

will attract all the professionals who matter 

in multimedia. Call (800) 342-2460 or (202) 

775-4972. 

The Best Minds In 
Multimedia 

N'i%iÁ'S. 

The Event That Will 
Rock the Multimedia World 

Circle 210 on Reader Response Card 



PRODUCTS 

DigiTech Processing; Infrared Hearing 

By Steve Jacobs 

Harmony Processor 
DigiTech has introduced the 

DHP-55: a five-part oversampled 
harmony processor for sound re-
inforcement, live instrumental 
and studio applications. 
The unit features oversampling 

analog-to-digital technology for 
eliminating phase distortion. The 
DH P-55 also features an algo-
rithm that allows chordal pitch 
shifting. It also recognizes chords 
from a MIDI keyboard and allows 
full MIDI control of harmonies 
and effects. 
Circle 1 on Reader Response Card 

Infrared Hearing System 
Phonic Ear has introduced 

StarSound, an infrared hearing 
system. The system is designed 

Steve Jacobs is the Associate Editor 
of Sound & Communications. 

for those that have some degree 
of hearing loss who have stopped 
attending facilities that are not de-
signed to overcome the problem. 
The broadcast begins with an 

infrared transmitter that picks up 
a sound signal from an existing 
PA. The transmitter converts the 
PA signal to a safe invisible infra-
red light that is sent to emitters 
aligning the room. The emitters 
then send the light signal to lis-
teners wearing wireless, pocket-
size receivers. An optical lens in 
the receiver receives the light and 
converts it back to sound. 
Circle 2 on Reader Response Card 

the SelectaView H provides 
either a full-screen display of a 
camera or a sequence of all 
cameras. 
The unit provides the capabili-

ties of earlier models plus the 
"Priority Camera" feature for 
faster updates of designated 
cameras. 
Circle 3 on Reader Response Card 

Display Panels 
nView Corporation has an-

nounced products for projection 
of computer and full-motion im-
ages in presentations, meetings, 
education and training. The 
Luminator is a multiple source 
LCD color projector that uses a 
metal-halide lamp to display com-
puter and live video from up to 
four sources simultaneously. The 
resolution is 640 x 480 in over 
250,000 colors. 
The ViewFrame Spectra C is an 

active-matrix LCD projection 
panel that acts like an electronic 
transparency when connected to 
a computer and placed on an 
overhead projector. 
Circle 4 on Reader Response Card 
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Sixteen on One 
American Dynamics has re-

leased the AD1484SL16 'Selecta-
View II' multiplexer for record-
ing up to 16 cameras on a single 
VCR (timelapse or realtime). 
During playback of a recording 
or during viewing of a live video 

Mounting Deep Amps 
Atlas/Soundolier has intro-

duced a line of extra-depth, en-
closed cabinets for mounting 
deeper-sized amplifiers. The 
WA202A Series is an addition to 
the Standard series 19-inch-wide 
floor cabinet line. The additions 

are 251/2-inches deep, 225/15-
inches wide and available in three 
vertical panel space heights (61 
3/8 inches, 701/8 inches, and 77 
1/8 inches). 
Circle 5 on Reader Response Card 

Coax/Subs 
Frazier has introduced two 

subwoofer systems to the CAT 60 
family. The two piece model 
F1630, 90-degree x 40-degree 
controlled directivity system is a 
high output, full range system 
capable of handling 400 watts at 
34 Hz-17 kHz ±3 dB. 
The model F1620 is a 60-de-

gree x 40-degree controlled direc-
tivity system with similar charac-
teristics over a narrower coverage 
angle than the F1630. Both sys-
tems feature a dual-horn coaxial 
module combined with a matched 
systems subwoofer. 
Circle 6 on Reader Response Card 
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Six-Zone Control 
AudioEase, Inc. has introduced 

the SP-2 Control System. The SP-
2 is a six-zone (expandable to 
eight) A/V controller that can 
control up to eight components in 
any combination. Most CD chang-
ers can be used. 
Each zone is equipped with a 

70-watt per channel stereo ampli-
fier with connections for exter-
nal amps. The SP-3 is supplied 
with six AudioEase A+ Touch-
panels, with a number of options 
available. 
Circle 7 on Reader Response Card 
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Digital Effects Camcorder 
Panasonic Broadcast & Televi-

sion Systems Company has intro-
duced the AG-195U two-hour 
VHS camcorder, with features for 
professional, corporate and insti-
tutional applications. 
The unit incorporates features 

a 8X power zoom lens with 100X 
and 12X zooming. The AG-195U 
also offers digital effects including 
digital gain-up, mix strobe, still, 
tracer, and wipe. 
Circle 8 on Reader Response Card 

Access Addition 
The N-4700-CTR transceiver 

has been added to Northern Com-
puters' SpreadCOM wireless 
spread spectrum access control 

product line. PC-based access 
control is enabled by incorporat-
ing control panel functions within 
the N-4700-CTR, eliminating the 
need for control panels. 
The unit sends and receives 

signals from transmitters and 
transceivers connected to proxim-
ity, magnetic stripe, and Wiegand 
swipe readers as well as door and 
window contacts. 
Circle 9 on Reader Response Card 

MENLO SCIENTIFIC ACOUSTICS, INC. 

ACOUSTICAL CONSULTING & DESIGN 
SERVICES FOR 

SOUND CONTRACTORS 

SPECIALIZING IN: 

SOUND SYSTEM DESIGN 
AUDIO/VISUAL SYSTEM DESIGN 

ELECTRO ACOUSTICS 
ARCHITECTURAL ACOUSTICS 

NOISE & VIBRATION CONTROL 
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT & TESTING 

PRODUCTION FACILITY DESIGN 

CONTACT: 

MICHAEL A. KLASCO 
NEIL A. SHAW 

531 MAIN STREET SUITE 428 

EL SEGUNDO, CALIFORNIA 90245-3060 

TEL.: (310) 322-3086 FAX: (310) 322-3016 

Circle 258 on Reader Response Card 
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LOOK WHAT. e UAM 
HAS FOR YOU! 

WALL MOUNT AUTOTRANSFORMER 
ATTENUATORS 

III Control the output level of a single loudspeaker or a group 

• 10 steps of attenuation 

• Use with either 70.7 volt or 25 volt lines 

• Limited access and priority relay versions available 

Ask for FREE Tech Spec TS-1 5B 
Part No QL-10LA 

• I 

Chiam-Nich ols Company 
234 East Marquette Road, Chicago, Illinois 60637 

Phone: 1 312 488-5800 • FAX: 312 488-6944 

Circle 278 on Reader Response Card 

Wh ted e Preferred by Professionals 
Worldwide 
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CUSTOM WOOD 
CCTV CONSOLES 

A WIDE SELECTION of Security 
Consoles available with decora-
tive wood top and side panels! 
Modular and add-on compor.:nts 
let you create and expand system 
to meet your needs. Slope models 
and wrap-around corner models 
available. 

• Heavy-duty steel 
frame 
• Ergonomic design for 
comfort 
• Meets EIA 19" stan-
dards 
• Easy access for 
maintenance 

Write or Call for 
FREE CATALOG 800.447-2257 

THE WINSTED CORPORATION 
10991 Hampshire Avenue So. • Minneapolis. MN 55438 

612-944-8556 

FAX: 612-944-1546 
Circle 280 on Reader Response Card 
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Fiber Optics for CCTV 
The SR-2000 from Meridian 

Technologies is a fiberoptic com-
munications command center in 

an EIA 19-inch x 5 1/4-inch subrack 
that holds up to 18 cards and one 
250W switcher. Cards include 
three-channel video (AGC), FM 
video with two channels audio, 
video data transceivers (FTZ), or 
data only are available. 
The unit features SpectraSmart, 

a microprocessor-based preventa-
tive maintenance network man-
agement system with graphics 

display and access keypad. 
Circle 10 on Reader Response Card 

Bench Meters 
B+K Precision has made two 

additions to its Test Bench series 
of multi-function digital multi-

meters. The DMMs offer the ca-
pabilities of a voltmeter, ammeter, 
ohmmeter, frequency counter. 

transistor tester, capacitance 
meter and continuity tester in one 
handheld unit. 
Circle 11 on Reader Response Card 

Improve Conductivity 
DeoxIt by Caig Laboratories 

inc. is a deoxidizing solution that 
cleans, preserves, lubricates and 
improves conductivity on metal 

connector and contact surfaces. 
The formula contains deoxidizers, 
preservatives, conductivity en-
hancers, anti-tarnishing com-
pounds, arcing and RFI inhibitors, 

and a temperature range of 34-200 
degrees C. 

DeoxIt also prevents dissolved 
oxides and contaminants from 
reattaching to metal surfaces. 
Circle 12 on Reader Response Card 



WE'LL TAKE You THERE 
VIDEO CASSETTES NOW AVAILABLE WITH 
FULL COVERAGE OF ALL THE INDUSTRY 
TRADE SHOWS IMPORTANT TO YOUR 
BUSINESS. 

You and your key per-
sonnel can travel to the 
trade show on your VCR. 
Each video cassette con-
tains 3 full days of on-
the-spot show coverage 
of the people, products, 
and hottest news in the 
industry. 

DON'T MISS 
A THING! 
ORDER YOUR 
TAPES TODAY. 

ÀES-111 
NEWS 

IMIM 1.• IM• ••• gam 

= = = = NEWS 
= = 

Please check the Show(s) you want. Please send   tape(s). 
First Tape $59.95; Additional tapes just $24.98 each 1 Tape, $59.95; 2 for $84.93; 3 for $109.91; 4 for $134.89; 

NSCA-TV NEWS — Anaheim All Five for $159.87 

Nat'l. Sound & Communications Assn. Name   
Contractors Expo '92 Company  

E NAB-TV NEWS — Las Vegas Address   

Nat'l Assn. of Broadcasters Show City  State   Zip   
EL NAMM-TV NEWS — Anaheim Telephone:   

Nat'l. Assn. of Music Merchants 
E AES-TV NEWS — San Francisco Credit Card #  

Audio Engineering Society Convention LI Visa E MC E AmEx LI Check Enclosed 
E CES-TV NEWS — Chicago Expiration Date   

Consumer Electronics Show Signature  

Indicate payment method ( Prepayment required) 

Al) shows are independently produced by Testa Video Communications Mail to: TV Tapes, 25 Willowdale Avenue, Port Washington, NY 11050 

For more information call (516) 767-2500 
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LOOK WHAT, e UAM 
HAS FOR YOU! 

WALL MOUNT AUTOTRANSFORMER 
ATTENUATORS 

• Control the output level of a single loudspeaker or a group 

• 10 steps of attenuation 

II Use with either 70.7 volt or 25 volt lines 

• Limited access and priority relay versions available 

Ask for FREE Tech Spec TS- 15B 
Part Na. CIL-10LA 

• , 
Qpam-Nichols Company 

234 East Marquette Road, Chicago, Illinois 60637 
Phone: 1 312 488-5800 • FAX: 312 488-6944 
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FEEDBACK ELIMINATORS 
For P. A. SYSTEMS 

MESSAGE REPEATERS 
MULTI-LINE / RANDOM ACCESS 

• • . . --;-7-7.7 AM 

Complete record/playback systems with high quality audio, 
digitally recorded in semiconductor memory (no tape). 

0 TELEPHONE ANNOUNCING UNITS with up to 
6 lines and 48 minutes cf audio messages. Lines 
may have common or separate messages. 

0 SECURITY and ALARM ANNOUNCING UNITS 
with up to 36 random access messages. 

0 FEEDBACK ELIMINATORS that can simultane-
ously answer and record pages from 1 to 5 phone 
lines (or other paging source) then sequentially feed 
them into selected P. A. system zones. 

re 800-722-6664/216-351-1755 
5504 State Road 

"Ira PRODUCTS INCORPORATED Cleveland, OH 44134-7330 

ATTENTION CONTRACTORS: 
WE WILL CUSTOMIZE FOR YOU! 

Cable Duct Cutter 
Cablematic Division of Ripley 

Company has introduced the 
models DC100 motorized tool for 
cutting smooth or corrugated 
cable duct. A blade guide controls 
the depth of the cut. A cutting 
guide permits circumferential and 
longitudinal cuts around the duct. 
The battery-operated saw handles 
nonmetallic wall thicknesses of 
up to 5/16 inch and duct diameters 
of 1/4 inch to 2 ih inches. 
Circle 13 on Reader Response Card 

Monochrome CCD 
Burle Security Products has 

upgraded its TC350A mono-
chrome CCD camera so that it 
requires 0.1 lux scene illumina-
tion for usable video. A CCD im-
ager is responsible for the in-
creased sensitivity and enables 
the unit to maintain 576 lines of 
resolution. 
Other features include a vari-

able gain AGC circuit for low light 
levels, genlock operation, low 
power consumption, variable 
speed electronic shutter with 
seven operating speeds, gamma 
selection, back focus and "C" or 
"CS" lens mounting capabilities. 
Circle 14 on Reader Response Card 

Site-Wiring Quality 
Monitor 
PermaPower Electronics has 

introduced a Site-Wiring Quality 
Monitor with integral power line 
surge suppression. This product 
provides continuous monitoring 
of the ground to neutral resis-
tance from the wall outlet to the 
branch circuit distribution panel, 
and sounds an alarm when the re-
sistance reaches 2 ohms. 

Called the "Socket Sentry," the 
model RTQ-610 is a surge sup-
pressor that also warns of re-
versed line and neutral wires, as 
well as neutral-to-ground voltage 
that exceeds a preset level. 
Circle 15 on Reader Response Card 

Time-Lapse Video Tape 
Techtron Systems, Inc. has 

released its E-200 video tape. 
The E-200 is designed to meet 
the requirements of time-lapse 
recorders. 
The tape is manufactured with 

a gamma ferric oxide magnetic 
particle compound. the binding 
process is designed so that the 
tape particles adhere to the tape 
surface and don't flak off. The 
housing includes a case, a record-
ing log and two sets of peel-off 
face labels and spine labels. 
Circle 16 on Reader Response Card 

Circle 275 on Reader Response Card 



LITERATURE STAGE POCKETS 

Richardson Security; 
EIA Standards 

Security Systems 
Richardson Electronics' Secu-

rity System Division has released 
its 1993 product catalog. The cata-
log features approximately 30 cat-
egories of equipment containing 
components to create a complete 
system. The 1993 catalog is avail-
able in English and Spanish. The 
catalog contains product guides 
and product comparison charts. 
Circle 17 on Reader Response Card 

Standards and Publications 
An expanded 120-page catalog 

of standards, specifications and 
other publications of the Elec-
tronic Industries Association 
(EIA) and its affiliated groups and 
divisions has been published. It is 
available from Global Engineering 
Documents of Irvine, California. 
The EIA catalog includes publica-

tions of the Telecommunications 
Industry Association (TIA), the Joint 
Electron Device Engineering Coun-
cil (JEDEC), the EIA Tube Engin-
eering Advisory Panel (TEPAC), 
and other EIA segments. 

It also includes joint standards 
developed in collaboration with 
IPC, ANSI and NEMA. 
Circle 18 on Reader Response Card 

Stainless Steel 
A Product Bulletin is available 

from Panduit Corp., Mechanical 
Group. The bulletin describes the 
company's custom marking 
services available for Pan-Steel 
stainless steel cable ties, marker 
plates and tags, and stainless 
steel strapping. 
The company offers custom 

legends produced with one of 

three computer-controlled sys-
tems including laser marking, dot 

matrix indentation and emboss-
ing. Alphanumeric and sequential 
numbering for serialization is 
available, along with bar coding 
on selected marker tags. 
Circle 19 on Reader Response Card 

Conduit Bending 
Greenlee Textron has added its 

Conduit Bending Handbook and 
Bending Calculators to the product 
line catalog for on the job reference. 
The Conduit Bending Hand-

book presents a pocket-size refer-
ence format. Three Slide Rule 
Bending Calculators are also in-
cluded in the catalog. 
Circle 20 on Reader Response Card 

Ethernet Tutorial 
Lantronix has introduced a full-

color 81/2-inch x 11-inch booklet 
that has diagrams illustrating 
Ethernet 10BASE2, 10BASE5, 
and 10BASE-T networks, plus 
others showing the use of termi-
nal servers, print servers, repeat-
ers and transceivers. 
Circle 21 on Reader Response Card 

• Up to 12 audio connectors 
• Welded steel construction 
• Decorator poly-coat finish 

• Brass & stainless trims 
• Also MINI & HALF pockets 

for PRICES & AVAILABILITY contact: 

ACE BACKSTAGE CO. 
P.O. Box 417, C'astaic, CA 91310 

(805) 295-5760 • Fax (805) 295-1122 

Circle 286 on Reader Response Card 

COMING 

IN 

MARCH 

• THE NSCA EXPO ISSUE 
Bonus Distribution At This Year's NATIONAL 
SOUND and COMMUNICATION 
ASSOCIATION EXPO in Orlando, FL, April 2-4. 

• ATTRACTIONS 

The latest in today's attraction venues. 

• PLUS, the latest in technology, 
trends, multimedia, and news. 

Advertising Closes: February 15 
Materials Due By: February 26 

Contact: John Carr at (516) 767-2500 

or FAX (516) 767-9335 
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Planning For The New Year? 
Plan on Using 

TELEVISION 
CES-TV NEWS 

at the Consumer Electronics Show 
January 7th- 10th, 1993 

in Las Vegas 
June 3rd-6th, 1993 in Chicago 

NAMM-11/ NEWS 
at the National 

Assn. of Music Merchants 
January 15th- 18th, 1993 

in Anaheim 

NAB-TV NEWS 
at the National 

Assn. of Broadcasters 
April 19th-22nd, 1993 

in Las Vegas 

INFO-TV NEWS 
at INFOCOMM 

January 14th-' 6th, 4. 993 
in New Orleans 

NSCA-TV NEWS 
at the National 

Sound and Communications Assn. 
April 2nd-4th, 1993 

in Orlando 

AES-TV NEWS 
at the Audio 

Engineering Society 
October 12th-15th, 1993 

in New York 

Convention TELEVISION is the MOST EFFECTIVE 
way to reach your target audience. 

Magnify your presence to the key customers who attend CES, INFOCOMM, 
NAMM, NSCA, and NAB. Make a high impact audio and video 
impression with television advertising in "heavy rotation"... 
geared toward the right audience, during the right 
convention, at the right time. 
Contact Al Poxon at 
Testa Video Communications: 
CALL (516) 767-2500 
FAX (516) 767-9335. à 



PEOPLE 

Yamaha Promotes Calder(); BSS Worldwide Sales 

Caldero Named VP 
Steve Caldero has been promoted 

to Vice President of Sales of Yamaha 
Electronics Corporation, USA. Prior 
to his promotion Caldero was Na-
tional Sales Manager of the Home 
Audio Group. Caldero joined 
Yamaha in 1985 as Western Regional 
Sales Manager 
for Home Au-
dio and was 
named National 
Sales Manager 
for Concert Sys-
tems and Video 
Products in 
1989. 
Before join-

ing Yamaha, Caldero 

Caldero held marketing positions 
with JBL, Loranger and Nautilus 
Recordings. 

Dunlop to BSS 
BSS Audio has appointed Ralph 

Dunlop as Sales Manager to work 
on the consolidation and expan-
sion of the UK and worldwide 
distribution network for BSS 
products. 
Dunlop joins BSS from Bruel & 

Kjaer where he was responsible 
for the sales and marketing of pro 
audio products in Europe. 

Allen & Heath Names 
Charles 
Michael Charles has been 

named U.S. sales coordinator for 
Allen & Heath. In his position, 
Charles is responsible for coordi-
nating and implementing Allen & 
Heath sales efforts in the U.S. He 
is also responsible for customer 
service, technical support and 
budgetary functions. 

Charles comes to Allen & 
Heath with experience in the 
music retail industry, and as a 
musician. 

AKG Product Specialist 
Joey Wolpert has been ap-

pointed Product Specialist for 
AKG. Wolpert has done ex-
ten-sive product specification 
and customer contact work at 

Speck Electronics of Fallbrook, 
California. 
Wolpert's engineering credits 

include Natalie Cole's "Unforget-
table" album, as well as albums 
and soundtracks for Bette Midler 
and Aretha Franklin. 

JVC Appoints Sansone 
Mary Sansone has been ap-

pointed national sales adminis-
trator of JVC Professional Prod-
ucts Company. In her position, 
Sansone is serving as a liaison for 
the branch offices in the United 
States and managing the admin-
istrative functions. 

Previously, Sansone served as 
assistant to the vice President of 
JVC Professional Products, and 
has been with the company for 16 
years. 

Soundstream Additions 
Soundstream Technologies has 

made two additions to its sales 
and marketing staff. Larry 
Harrison has been named Na-
tional Sales Manager - Car Au-
dio and Mark Spinella has joined 
as Marketing Manager. 

Harrison has sales experience 
with Kenwood and Yamaha. 
Spinella comes to Soundstream 
from AudioControl, where he was 
employed in a similar marketing 
capacity. 

Wimmer at Panduit 
Jeffrey A. Wimmer has been 

named National Distributor Mar-
keting Man-
ager at 
Panduit Corp. 
In his posi-
tion, Wimmer 
is responsible 
for distribu-
tor training, 
strategy and 
programs. 
Wilmer has 

27 years of ex-
perience in the electrical in-dustry. 
His most recent position was Vice 
President, Sales Central Area for the 
Thomas & Betts Corporation. 

Wimmer 

Letizia Joins HP 
HP Productions has appointed 

Luke Letizia to the position of Ac-
count Executive for the video and 
multimedia production firm. 
Letizia is responsible for expand-
ing HP Productions' sales and 
marketing endeavors He is also 
cultivating corporate, government 
and association accounts. He has 
five years of experience in video 
production, direction and instruc-
tional systems design. 

MultiLink Names 
Sergeant 

MultiLink, Inc. has named 
Randall W. Sergeant national 
sales manager. Sergeant has over 
15 years experience in sales and 
sales management with a heavy 
concentration in the communica-
tions industry. 
Sergeant has held positions 

with Wiltel Business Networks, 
MCI Communications, Inc., Omni 
Communications, Inc., R.F. 
Hammond Associates, Inc. and 
ITEK Corporation. 

Raudabaugh and 
Maddock Appointed 
Michael Raudabaugh has 

joined Northern Computers, Inc. 
as West Coast Regional Manager 
where he is servicing current ac-
counts and manufacturer's repre-
sentatives. Raudabaugh was pre-
viously with Cardkey Systems 
and Pinkerton Control Systems. 
In addition, T. Sean Maddock has 
joined Northern Computers as 
Midwest Regional Sales Manager. 
Formerly, Maddock was presi-
dent of a security distribution 
firm, and has also served as 
Project Manager for an alarm 
company. 

CALENDAR 

Upcoming Events 

FEBRUARY 

ComNet Washington, D.C. Contact (508) 
879-6700. February 1-4. 

Image World: San Jose, California Contact 
(800) 800-5474. February 1-5. 

Association for Research in Otolaryn-
gology: St. Petersburg Beach, Florida Con-
tact (515) 243-1558. February 7-11. 

ISC West Anaheim, California. Contact 
(708) 390-2462. February 16-18. 

National Hearing Conservation Associa-
tion (NHCA): Albuquerque, New Mexico. 
Contact (515) 243-1558. February 18-20. 

MARCH 

National Association of Music Merchants 
(NA1VIM): Frankfurt, Germany. Contact: 
(619) 438-8001. March 3-7. 

Audio Engineering Society (AES): Berlin, 
Germany. Contact (212) 661-8528. March 16-19. 

Image World - The Government Show: 
Washington, D.C. Contact (914) 328-9157. 
March 17-19. 

United States Institute for Theatre Tech-
nology (USITI): Wichita, Kansas. Contact 
(203) 325-5020. March 17-20. 

Fiberopdc Splicing and Termination 

Workshop: Washington, D.C. Contact (508) 
347-8192. March 22-26. 

Rigging Seminar (Syn-Aud-Con): Atlanta, 
Georgia. Contact (812) 995-8212 March 
23-25. 

Fiberoptic Splicing and Termination 
Workshop: Dallas, Texas. Contact (508) 347-
8192. March 29-April 2. 

InterMedia: San Jose, California. Contact 
(203) 352-8243. March 30-April 1. 

Rigging Seminar (Syn-Aud-Con): Anaheim, 
California. Contact (812) 995-8212. March 
30-April 1. 

APRIL 

National Sound and Communica-
tions Association (NSCA): Orlando, 
Florida. Contact: (800) 446-NSCA. 
April 2-4. 

National Association of Broadcast-
ers (NAB): Las Vegas, Nevada. Con-
tact: (202) 429-5300. April 18-22. 

MAY 

Fiberoptic Splicing and Termina-
tion Workshop: Washington, D.C. 
Contact: (508) 347-8192. May 10-14. 
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AD INDEX 
Company 

AAMP of America 
Ace Backstage 
Applied Technical Systems 
Ashly Audio 
Audio Digital 
Audio Technica 
Behringer 
Bose 
Cal Switch 
Conquest Sound 
Cornell Electronics Products 
Crown International 
DOD Electronics 
EAW-Eastern Acoustic Works 
Electro-Voice 
Furman Sound 
Galaxy Audio 
Gem Sound 
Goldline 
Heliotrope General 
H.T.I.C.S. 
IMA/NAB 
Image Communications 
Impart/Lucasey Manufacturing 
Klark-Teknik-Pinnacle Audio 
Menlo Scientific Acoustics 
Meridian Communications 
Middle Atlantic Products 
Modular Audio Products 
Music Supply Co. 
Opamp Labs 
Parasound 
Peavey-Architectural Acoustics 
Pioneer Laser Entertainment 
QSC Audio 

Quam-Nichols 
Quam-Nichols 
Quam-Nichols 
Racom 
Ramsa/Panasonic 
Rane 
Ramess Metalsmiths 
Rockustics 
Rolls 
Ross/IMC 
Sam Ash 
Samson Technologies 
Sescom 
Shure Brothers 
Sonic Systems/Soundsphere 
Sonic Systems/Soundsphere 
Soundtech 
Tannoy/TGI North America 
t.c. electronic 
Tektone Sound & Signal 

West Penn Wire 
Winsted 

Yamaha Pro Audio 
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FREE INFORMATION 
Use the Reader Service Card 

opposite page 22 Just circle the RS# 
of products that interest you. 

Detach, and Mail! 

-While every care is taken to ensure that these 
listings are accurate and complete, 

Sound (et Communications does not accept 
responsibility for omiSSiOPtS or errors." 

MARKETPLACE 
HELP WANTED 

A-V/Sound Systems Engineer/Installer 

Well established South Florida sound, video & 
A-V systems contractors and pro-audio deal-
ers looking for top notch individual to lead 
installations and field engineer high caliber 
projects such as convention centers; meeting 
facilities; hotel & boardroom systems; 
churches; schools; airport projects; hospitals 
and government facilities. Individual to be able 
to read plans, manage installation personnel 
team(s), and solve technical problems. Salary 
and benefits commensurate with abilities. 

Contact: Rod Sintow at 
PROFESSIONAL SOUND SERVICES, INC. 

Tel: 305-891-2206 

LEASING/FINANCING 

() FINANCING ON ALL 

AUDIO EQUIPMENT 
• Easy to qualify 
• Rxed-rate, long-term leases 
• Any new or used equipment Ex cornputers 
• 100% financing, no down payment 
• No financials required under $50,000 
• Refinancing existing equipment 

EXCHANGE 
NATIONAL Call Mark Wilson 
FUNDING (800) 275-0185 

Use Our Experience For Your Business 

SITUATION WANTED 

SALES EXECUTIVE 
SEEKING POSITION: 

Proven record of successful accomplish-
ment in sales and marketing of commer-
cial and professional sound systems, 
professional and commercial audio-
visual hardware and software, and 
educational hardware and software. 
Seeking position in SALES AND 
MARKETING MANAGEMENT with a 
progressive organization offering 
challenge, further career growth, and 
advancement opportunities. 

Please send inquiries to: 
Sound & Communications Classified 

Box # 111 
25 Willowdale Avenue 

Port Washington, NY 11050 

ACOUSTIC / AUDIO ENGINEER 

for South Miami acoustic consult-
ants, design & engineering firm. Ex-
perience with acoustic calcs & mea-
surements, electronic diagrams, 
Mac or IBM/AutoCAD. French re-
quired, Spanish, Portuguese or other 
languages a plus. For employment 
application form, please call: 

ARCHICOUSTICS Inc. (305) 254-8450 
an EOE/Affirmative Action employer 

GET RESULTS 
Put a Market Place ad 

to work for you. 

For rates and information — 

Call: 
(516) 767-2500 
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MARKETPLACE 

8x8 MIXING MATRIX 

E; 

• Room combining, monitor 
mixing, teleconference mix-
minus, console combining, and 
creative audio distribution 

• Linking capability for input 
and/or output expansion 

MERIDIAN 
COMMUNICATIONS 
PO Box 97, Alameda, CA 94501 USA 
Ph: 510.769.1515 Fax: 510.523.6296 

Circle 238 on Reader Response Card 

H 

N 

DIGITAL 
MESSAGE REPEATER? 

THINK 

TAPELESS TM 

RECORDER 
1-800-552-8838 
Heliotrope General, Spring Valley, CA 

Circle 236 on Reader Response Card 

WIRELESS BLOWOUT 
Single units to complete multi mic racks with 
100's of frequencies and 100's of units; hand 

held and belt pack with mics available. 
Sennheiser, Sony, Vega, TELEX, HME, and 

many others in all price ranges. 
MUST GO ASAP! 

H.T.I.C.S. 215-865-9151 / 215-965-4890 (FAX) 

Circle 237 on Reader Response Card 

WANTED 
1940 — 1965 

Hi-Fi and Theatre equipment 
Amplifiers, Speakers, Horns, Microphones. Tube 
Collections, etc. Especially Western Electric 

Please Call Collect — (908) 249-3738 

MUSIC SUPPLY CO., INC. 

PUSH-PULL RODS • Push cable in impossible places o 

0 EASY-KARY® Wire Reel Holders • 5 sizes 

0  HANDY-MAN Cable Guide • Makes pulling cable easier. 

5 SPEAKER SUPPORTS • Trusses and Endosures • 
e  TESTSET • For the Audio Serviceman 
2 

FREE 16 PAGE CATALOG OF STUFF' 

ALL 50 STATES 8 CANADA 1-800-527-1522 

FAX 50 STATES 8 CANADA 1-800-345-5657 

Circle 240 on Reader Response Card 

STOP THEFT! 
order a 

BLUE BOOK 
for everyone who borrows yours! 

Send $12.00 per copy 
(Postage & Handling Included) 

CIRCULATION DIRECTOR 
The BLUE BOOK 

25 Willowdale Avenue 
Port Washington, NY 11050 
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FAX: (318) 831-7813 

TIME SWITCHES AND 
MASTER CLOCKS 

1,2, and 8 OUTPUT TIME SWITCHES, CYCLE TIM-
ERS, MASTER CLOCKS, SEQUENCERS AND BELL 
RINGERS. FEATURES INCLUDE ALPHANUMERIC 

DISPLAYS, 48 HOUR CAPACMVE BACKUP SYSTEMS, DAYLIGHT SAV-
INGS AND LEAP YEAR CORRECTION, RACK MOUNT UNITS AVAILABLE. 

* **s OOO 

• • 0 
3,• ••1 ?,•••• 

• • • •i  • ;:•••.:• 

CLOCKS AND 
LARGE DISPLAY SYSTEMS 

1', e OR 12* SUPER BRIGHT LED DISPLAYS. AVAILABLE AS 
CLOCKS ELAPSED TIME INDICATORS, COUNTERS, AND 
TOTE BOARDS, OR As BOARD LEVEL DEVICES FOR OEM 

CUSTOM ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENT 

APPLIED 
TECHNICAL 
SYSTEMS 

P.O. BOX 8870 
SHREVEPORT, LA 71148 

PCB ARTWORK, MICROPROCESSOR SOFTWARE 
AND CIRCUIT DESIGN. CIRCUfT BOARD ASSEMBUES 
AND MODULES FOR OBSOLETE EQUIPMENT AND 
SYSTEMS. PRODUC110N UNE TEST EQUIPMENT. 

CALL (800) 444-7161 
Circle 235 on Reader Response Card 

CABLE TESTER 
AVOID PROBLEMS, TEST YOUR CABLES BEFORE USE 

TESTS 

MAJOR 

AUDIO AND 

VIDEO 

CABLES 

HAND HELD 

AND 

BATTERY 

OPERATED 

$79.00 USA - SHIPPED PRIORITY 
$89.00 OUTSIDE USA - SHIPPED AIRMAIL 

PREPAID ORDERS ONLY 

isesl 
ICemi 

USA' AND CANADA ORDERS (800) 634-3457 
(702) 5654400 

«KM, 11111CJSEACON DIRECT 

2100 WAND UWE, NENDERSCel. NV 80015 USA 
erreem 

FAX (702) 585-44120 

Circle 242 on Reader Response Card 

Free Catalog A Audio/Video Applications 
U Mk, EO, Una, 

Tape, Phono, 
Roàlna Sedlcheie(SI•AV) Osc, Trono., 
(241M,1 2,8,4,2 atellone) Video, ACN, 

P.n. upp. 

Pre.. Bowes 
1(--oiri — 

Video 1, Audio DIV, Ample. Vkleo/Audfo 
PG13•Sync Diet. Ample. 2-1n./24.out Audio 

°RAMP LABS INC 12131 934-3688 
1033 N Sycamore Av LOS ANGELES CA, 90038 

Circle 241 on Reader Response Card 

FREE 56-PG CATALOG 

'MODULAR AUDIO PRODUCTS 

Compute e (11 LIMJA) 
modules and accessories for all engineered 

sound & broadcast applications 

1-600-333-7697.516-345-.3100•FAX 516-345-3106 
OF mom, • • RONE1 • .• 

Circle 239 on Reader Response Card 

t.c. electronic 
INTEGRATED SYSTEMS (WEST) 
The award winning TC6032 Moving 

Fader Eq Remote System 
available directly from the source 

(805) 373-1828 
Circle 243 on Reader Response Card 

OF DENMARK 

t.c. electronic 
INTEGRATED SYSTEMS (EAST) 
The award winning TC6032 Moving 

Fader Eq Remote System 
available directly from the source 

(800) 451-6032 
Circle 243 on Reader Response Card 

How To Place a Sound & Communications Ad 
Print or type copy indicating capital letters and bold type. All rates are based 
on column inch. 1X rate for a classified ad $63. (Includes borders, typesetting 
and company logo if desired.) 1X rate for a marketplace ad (product) is $96. 

Frequency discount available. Call for information. 

CLASSIFIEDS MARKETPLACE 

CI Business Opportunities 
CI Equipment for Sale 
CI Help Wanted 

Employment Wanted 
Cl Facility for Sale 
0 Miscellaneous 

0 All product and services 

Sound & Communications Ads 
Get Results! 

Company Name  Name  

Address   Phone 

Method of Payment 0 Check Eclosed 0 Visa C) American Express CI MC 

Card #   Exp. Date Signature  

Mail or Fax Copy to: 
Sound & Communications Marketplace 

25 Willowdale Avenue, Port Washington, NY 110050 
Phone: 516-767-2500 FAX: 516-767-9335 



PRODUCT CHECK: HEALTH CLUBS 

Products used most frequently in health club installations . . . 

13 
R Microphones 

O Speakers 

D CD Players 

U Tape Players 

C Amplifiers 

T Tuners 

S PA Systems 

Video Monitors 

... NOW IN PROGRESS 

FIRST PLACE 

SHURE 

BOSE 

PIONEER 

JVC 

TOA 

PIONEER 

TOA 

PANASONIC 

SECOND PLACE 

ELECTRO-VOICE 

TOA 

TECHNICS 

TECHNICS 

CROWN 

BOGEN 

TELEX/BOGEN* 

TOA 

* Indicates tie 

THIRD PLACE 

TELEX 

QUAM-NICHOLS 

CARVER/DENON* 

YAMAHA/TASCAM* 

QSC 

YAMAHA 

PEAVEY 

MAGNAVOX 

... IN LAST SIX MONTHS 

Microphones 

o Speakers 

CD Players 

Tape Players 

Amplifiers 

Tuners 

Mixers 

PA Systems 

Video Monitors 

FIRST PLACE 

SHURE 

QUAM-NICHOLS 

PIONEER 

TECHNICS 

CROWN 

PIONEER 

TOA 

TOA 

PANASONIC 

SECOND PLACE THIRD PLACE 

ELECTRO-VOICE TOA 

BOSE TOA 

TECHNICS CARVER 

JVC TASCAM 

TOA QSC 

BOGEN CARVER 

ALTEC LANSING CARVER 

TELEX BOGEN/PEAVEY* 

TOA JVC 

* Indicates tie 

SURVEY METHODOLOGY 

1. 

2. 

3. 
4. 

The sampling pool for the survey consists of sound and communications contractors from Sound & Communications' subscription 
list Only contractors within the United States and Canada are called. 

In a telephone survey, contractors/installers selected at random are asked to identify what brand they used for various products in 
installations completed in the past six months and those in progress. A different type of installation is highlighted each month. 

On completion of the survey, results are tabulated and the product brands are ranked on a scale from one to three, with number 
one having the most votes. Separate rankings are made for installations occurring in the past six months and for those in progress. 

An asterisk (*) denotes a tie for that ranking. 

Copyright 0 1993 SOUND & COMMUNICATIONS PUBLISHING, INC. Reprint of any part of contents without permission forbidden. Titles Registered in the U.S. Patent Office. Sound & 
Communications (U.S. P.S. 943-140) (ISSN 40038-1845) is published monthly plus a special thirteenth issue in the fall by Sound & Communications Publications, Inc., 25 Willowdale 
Avenue, Port Washington, N.Y. 11050. 516-767-2500. President, Vincent P. Testa. Subscription rates: U.S. — 1 year $ 15.00. 3 years $37.50. All other countries — 1 year $25.00, 3 
years $67.50. Subscriptions outside of U.S. must be paid in American currency. Second-class postage paid at Port Washington, NY and at additional mailing office. POSTMASTER: 
Send address changes to Sound & Communications, 25 Willowdale Avenue, Post Washington, NY 11050. 



The other guys missed the bus. 
Actually, 2 of them. 

Why settle for a 
simple 16 channel stereo 
mixer, when you can 
have the 1642 4 bus 
mixer for $ 1099. 

Or if 8 or 12 
channels are enough, 
you'll find most of the 
same features on the 822 
and 1222 stereo mixers, starting 
as low as $429. 

With four similar discrete 
outputs (Subi, Sub 2, Left and 
Right), the 1642 may be used 
as a 16x4 for recording, or, by 
assigning the subs to the L/R 
outputs, as a 16x2x2 for sound 
reinforcement. Each channel 
of the 1642 has a 3-band EQ 

Also available as 822RM and I222RM rack mourn versions at the same prices." 

I222XL 
599.95 

with Adaptive-Q circuits for 
a contoured response that adds 
clarity to the highs and warmth 
without "boomy-ness" to the lows. 

The 822 and 1222 models are 
offered in two versions, designated 
XL (table top) or RM (for rack 
mounting). Each comes with 
phantom power, 3 bands of EQ, 
1 monitor and 2 effects sends, 

and monitor & 
headphone outputs. 
We're so confident 
that you'll love our 
new mixers that we'll 
back them with a two 
year warranty. So if 
you want some great 
mixers with low 

fares, don't miss the bus. Check 
out the 1642 and the rest of the 
DOD lineup at your favorite 
Dealer now. 

H A Harman International Company 

©1992 DOD Electronics Corp. 
5639 South Riley Lane. Salt Lake City, Utah 84107 

(801) 268-8400. 
Circle 219 on Reader Response Card 



THE SECRET OF 

OUR SUCCESS 

HAS ALWAYS BEEN 

GREAT TIMING. 

In 1982 the timing 

was perfect for our 

launch of the TC-4 

profanity delay and 

TC-5 digital delay, 

delivering superior 

audio performance, 

longer delay times 

and user-friendly 

controls. Quickly accepted as the best price-
to-performance delays on the market, sound 

contractors and consultants worldwide turned 

to the TC-4 and TC-5 as standard equipment. 

Both models continue to be specified over a 

decade later. 

Following the success of the TC-4 and 

TC-5, we introduced the ADD-2 and ADD-3, 
incorporating options for two or three outputs, 

alpha/numeric displays and even longer 
delay times. With the subsequent introduction 

of the ADD Option Families and DSP based 
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From the top: PAD-300/18 Digital Delay, ADD-2 and 
ADD-3 Industrial Delay Processors,TC-5 Industrial 

Processor and TC-4 Broadcast Digital Processor. 

PAD-300/18 line of 

digital delays, we now 

offer sound engineers 

a full range of profess-

ional products. 
We have maintain-

ed a strong reputation 

for rapid customer 

service response and 

quick shipment, important factors when 

dealing with the critical timing typical of the 

sound contracting industry. 

The real secret of our success? You, and 

your long term support of our products. 

The future promises an aggressive pro-

duct development effort designed to bring 
you an even broader range of signal pro-

cessing technology. All with an eye towards 
higher performance, greater product 

durability and reasonable cost. Call or write 

us for detailed product information. 

AUDIO/DIGITAL • 8500 BALBOA BLVD., NORTHRIDGE, CA 91329 • (818) 893-8411 
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